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CatherineMacQuarrie
Mnny Snnry DoorNuonr
Librarian-in-C ltarge, Catalog Department
Library Section, Los Angeles Ci.ty Schools

The Margaret Mann Ci,tation in Cataloging and Classification is awarded in r96q
to Catherine MacQuarrie for
h e r o u t s ta n d i ng c o n l r i b u I i o n
to the deuelopment ol the
mechanically produced
Iibrary catalog in book form
by directing the successful
production ol the Los Angeles County Public Library
catalog, and. for prouiding
Ieadership in a moaement of
nati,onwi.de significance
to
cataloging.

Mrs. Catherine MacQuarrie
fT SEEMS FITTING that the daughter of a California pioneer family
I should evidence pioneering qualities of her own. And that is just what
this quiet, unassuming native Californian has done. Her family was one of
the founders of Anaheim in r85f, long before Walt Disney established
an internationally known amusement center there. Catherine MacQuarrie has pioneered, not in establishment of a city, but of a library servicethe production of a book catalog by mechanical means. Her pioneering
efforts have attracted international attention,
In 1952, only z5 of the rr4 service ourlets of the Los Angeles County
Public Library had card catalogs. The explosive and shifting aspectsof
the population, combined with the fluidity of the library's book collecVolume 8, Number 4, Fall t964
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tion, made a flexible tool a necessityif everyone were to have equal accessto the entire collection. Mrs. MacQuarrie's own writings tell of her
search for a method of producing such a flexible tool and of the development of the project which resulted in the publication of the first annual
edition of the children's catalog in r95z and of the adult catalog two years
later.
Not content to produce a book catalog, as she did with the advice of
branch and reference librarians, she conducted classesfor branch personnel, instructing especially those who were not trained librarians so that
they, in turn, could help the library users.
She was one of the first to use data processing techniques in the production of library catalogs. In keeping abreast of changing techniques,
within the past three years she changed from the direct use of IBM
punched tabulating cards for reproduction of the catalog to the process
of high-speed photography of Varityped cards used by the Econolist Corporation for more expeditious reproduction of an attractive, easily read
page. (Seestory in this issue.-Ed.)
After graduating from the University of California Library School,
Mrs. MacQuarrie held the position of Chief Cataloger of Merced County
(California) Free Library. Hector MacQuarrie, a native of Nova Scotia
who was an attorney in Oakland, California, enticed her to leave the library field for a few years, but in 1935 they and their first son went to
Washington, D.C. The second of her three sons might be one of
George M. Cohan's Yankee Doodle Dandies, for he was born in the nation's capital on a Fourth of July.
In Washington, D.C., Mrs. MacQuarrie served as Chief of Processing
of the Federal Trade Commission from rg35-rg4z, and Law Librarian of
the Federal Security Agency, rg4z-rg48. During these years she was active
in the Special Libraries Association and the American Association of Law
Librarians.
In 1948, because of her father's illness, she returned home to California. She joined the Los Angeles County Public Library as First Assistant in the Catalog Division. In r95r she became its Chief Cataloger and
later Chief, Technical Services,and continued in that position until she
joined the Econolist Corporation as Vice-President in Charge of Library
Projects in June, 1964.
She has worked with California's State Librarian, and librarians of
other counties in the state toward the conversion of the State Union
Catalog to book form and the development of cooperative efforts in
county and city systems.She has also been called on for advice and as
speaker by other statesand regions, and has contributed widely to library
periodicals. Many of the book catalogs springing up over the country
can be directly traced to her influence. Although not the first to experiment with mechanically produced book catalogs, Los Angeles County
was possibly the first to make the entire holdings of a library system available to all of the people using any library in the system-and it is to this
source that this movement is traced for its beginnings.
'
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Mrs. MacQuarrie is a member of ALA and RTSD. She is a past president of the Southern California Library Resourcesand Technical ProcessesGroup in which she has held various officesand committee chairmanships including that of the Special Committee on Cost Survey. Her
activities in CLA include chairmanship of the Committee on Committees
and presidency of the Catalogers' Roundtable which she organized. She
has been a member of the American Documentation Association Com.
mittee on Inlormational Retrieval. And she is a member of the Writers
Club, non-fiction group, of Whittier, California, and of the lnternational
ToastmistressClub, Hablamos of Whittier.
When notified of her selection as rg64's recipient of the Margaret
Mann Citation, she wrote, "I have always considered it to be the highest
award that a librarian can receive. so I am overwhelmed to have been
chosen for this honor." To many people, the Citation is being honored in
honoring her.

NOMITVATION FOR MARGARET

MAAIN CITATION

Nominations for the 1965 award of the Margaret Mann Citation may be
sent any time before the first of January, to the Chairman of this award committee of the Cataloging and Classificarion Section of the ALA-RTSD. The
nomination should be accomoanied bv a briet resumi of the achievement on
which it is based.
The Margaret Mann Citation is awarded for "significant professional
achievement in the fields of cataloging and classification." The achievement
may have been a notable publication, an outstanding contribution to the
activities of professional cataloging associations,introduction of new techniques
of recognized importance, or outstanding work in the area of teaching. The
achievement or contribution should have occutred or culminated within the
last five years. It is not necessary that the nominee be an American librarian
or a member of the Section.
Katharine Ball. Chairman.
Margaret Mann Citation Committee
Library School
University of Toronto
g7r Bloor Street West
Toronto. Canada

Volume 8, Number 4, Fall r964
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BookCatalogs.
Rerpu H. Pemrn, Librarian
Uniuersity of Missouri Library
Columbia, Mo.

t}HE

CARD CATALOG, which is perhaps the most universal symbol
of
the
library to Americans, was a creation of the nineteenth cenI
tury. It came into being, not so much becauseof its own inherent advantages,as becauseof one weaknessof the book catalogs which had existed
for centuries. While other reasons might be found, the difficulty of cumulating supplements and of incorporating them into the basic catalog was
the over-riding reason for the change in catalog format.
It was not until the eighteenth century that libraries were large
enough to present difficult problems in bibliographic control, and the
pattern of this control was set by the Bibliothdque National when its
catalogs were printed in seven volumes. Other libraries maintained manuscript catalogs in book form with various devices of interlineation, inserts, and supplements. Many American college and university libraries
have in their files printed book catalogs of their own collections-relics of
the early nineteenth century.
The most famous of printed library catalogs is that of the British
Museum, the first volume appearing in r88r, which required twenty years
for completion. A new edition was begun in rggr, but publication has
progressedonly into the letter S. Thus, entries in the last third of the aIphabet have not been incorporated into the complete catalog for sixtyfour years. And those at the first part of the alphabet are thirty years
behind.
As the idea of the card catalog developed and became dominant in
the United States, the philosophical basis of cataloging as it exists today
emerged. One factor determining the design of catalogs, and hence the
rules, is the technology available for their creation. The typewriter came
into existence soon after the card catalog and has influenced many of the
commonly-acceptedpractices. Titles in catalogs are in Roman type rather
than Italics, as is common in bibliographies, becauseof the limitations of
the typewriter. It is probable that the elimination of capitals for initial
letters of titles also resulted from the speedof typing.
The idea of the unit card, which is generally accepted today, is closely
related to the technology of printing. When the Library of Congress pro
posed the distribution of cards for the use of all libraries, it was not feasi-

* Paper read at the April
Catalogers and Classifiers.
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are to a large extent the result of the unit card idea.
If card catalogs arose more becauseof a weaknessin the book catalog
rather than becauseof inherent advantagesof cards, what are the advantagesand the weaknessesof cards themselves?Perhaps the only advantage
of cards is the easeof cumulation; on almost every other score the book
catalog has advantages. The typed catalog card is limited to eleven lines
of information and, when this is insufficient, second and third cards must
be prepared. But a large part of the capacity of these continued cards is
consumed in repetition of essential information. The ability to display
an entire page of entries in a book catalog is a great advantage to the user
in finding the specific item which he wants. Especially in the large library
the card catalog becomescumbersome to use, and individual entries tend
to be lost among thousands of cards. Even with guide cards, how can the
user grasp the total organization of entries under the heading of William
Shakespeare?
Filing becomesdifficult and is of itself another hindrance to efiective
use. Several approacheshave been made to simplifying this problem, one
of which has been to divide the traditional dictionary catalog into two or
three parts devoted to authors, titles, and subjects.In any but the smallest
library the bulk of the card catalog becomesa problem of itself, and bulk
is synonymous with cost. There is the cost of cabinets and of the space
which they occupy. The cost of catalog maintenance depends largely on
the cost of labor, the economic factor which is increasing most rapidly.
As libraries grow in use and size, the single copy of the card catalog
becomesinadequate. In colleges and universities there are special collections and departmental libraries; public libraries have numerous
branches. And then there is the use of the catalog by the staff itself for reference purposes, for acquisition checking, and for editing by the cata'
logers themselves.In some large universities the demands on the central
catalog are so great that it is difficult to find time to file new cards into the
catalog.

the authority cards but a complete set of bibliographic entries.
These and other problems inherent in our cataloging system plus various recent technological developments have led to renewed interest in
book catalogs. The printing some twenty years ago of the Library of Congressauthor catalog was a significant departure. It was made possible by
the development of photolithographic offset printing. Cards mounted on
Volurne 8, Number 4, Fall t954
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huge sheets were reduced by photography on lithographic plates which
made possible lithographing and publishing rhe entire catalog in 167
volumes.
But there was still the problem of cumulative supplements. Essentially the cards for a supplement have to be arranged and interfiled before
a supplement can be printed. Cards are again laid out on sheets,photographed, and the reduced facsimile plates used to lithograph the book
catalog. This processhas been greatly simplified by the development of
listing cameras.Entries are typed or printed on cards which are then automatically fed through a camera and photographed. The more advanced
models will photograph entries of varying lengths leaving a standard
space between the last printed line on one entry and the first line of the
next.
But catalogs thus produced are still essentially card catalogs in book
form. Each entry repeats information which was necessarybecauseof the
original card format: the main entry line is repeated for each of a dozen
titles by the same author; all tracings are shown; notations such as "see
next card" and repetition of the author and title on continued carclsappear needlessly.
About fifteen years ago a few libraries, essentially county libraries surrounding metropolitan areas, pioneered the use of punched card equipment for preparing mimeographed catalogs of their holdings. Each
entry normally consistedof a single line with data greatly abbreviated and
all in capital letters. The number of subjects assigned to each title was
arbitrarily limited to one or two. The effect was to repel catalogers.But
these efiorts were the beginning of a new type of product, a book catalog
and not a card catalog in book form. It represented a usable, if not perfect, tool for libraries which could otherwise have had no catalog at all.
More recently there has arisen an attempt to combine punched card
procedures with the listing camera. Catalog entries typed on blank tabulating cards could record in traditional catalog format the information to
be reproduced. Outside of the printing field cards could be punched for
sorting and interfiIing. Thus a supplement could be collated into a basic
file and the entire content photographed by a listing camera.
During the period in which these methods were being tried, efiorrs
were also being devoted to improving the technology of producing catalog cards. Xerox production of photolithographic plares, direct reproduction of catalog cards on the Xerox gl4, tape operated typewriters, and addressographmachines have all been used. Within the last year or so there
has been increasing interest in the use of computers to make catalog cards.
Now that the printing mechanismson computers have a greater variety of
type than the traditional punched card tabulator, the inrerest has been
further increased.Computers are attractive becausethey have high speed,
modulations can be programmed to create complete sets of cards with
headings inserted, and the data can be pre-arranged so that when the
cards are printed they are in alphabetical sequence ready for filing. Of
course the manual filing operation remains.
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Receritly a few libraries have begun thinking seriously of utilizing a
computer to prepare catalogs in book form. With this equipment cumulation is easy and fast. The contents of a basic catalog stored on one magnetic tape and the contents of a supplement stored on another can be
merged into a third tape at speedswhich are astounding. Printing mechanisms associatedwith computers have a speed of 6oo lines per minute
and can produce six readable carbon copies. It thus becomes economically feasible to replace a catalog rather than to file supplements into it
manually. A typical schedule would be somewhat like this: New book lists
of titles cataloged would be prepared from a magnetic tape record each
week. Monthly these would be cumulated and expanded into complete
catalogs with all added and subject entries; and a catalog supplement
would be printed out. On the succeedingmonth the items newly cataloged
would be converted to magnetic tape merged with the tape of the previous month and a new cumulative supplement printed on the computer.
This would be repeated until the time had corne to merge the cumulative
supplement into the basic catalog and reprint it. Replacement would occur approximately once each year, the exact schedule depending upon the
rate of growth of the library and the amount of use of its catalog.
Since the ALA rules for filing catalog cards cannot be easily reduced
to a machine program, it will still be necessaryfor filing codes to be assigned to all headings by human beings. But this will only have to be done
the first time an entry is used; the machine can be programmed to file additional entries in the same sequence.
Let us look for a moment at some examples of how this would be accomplished and at the benefits which would accrue. The standard form of
entry Great Britain is usually written Gt. Brit.; but the filing code will
causeit to be filed as if spelled out. The filing code assignedto an author's
pseudonym is that of the author's real name. Books of the Bible are arranged in an arbitrary sequencewhich has nothing to do with the alphabet. These peculiar entries, as well as those which are filed by straight alphabet, together with their filing sequencecodes are recorded in a master
tape in a straight letter by letter sequence.
Each new item to be added to the catalog is transcribed to machine
readable form (a by-product tape of a typewriter) with each filing element, i.e., author, title, editor, subjects, series,etc., identified in machine
code. When the daily cataloging is fed into the computer, these elements
are arranged into straight alphabetical order and are matched against the
master authority file tape in the same order. For items which match, the
filing code will be assignedby the machine program. Items which are not
found in the authority file will print out for checking by the catalog department. Perhaps the failure of an item to match was the result of typographical error; perhaps there has been a change of entry, or perhaps it
is an entirely new entry. In any case,when the form of entry has been established and the filing code assigned, the information is fed back into
the computer and the cataloging for each bibliographic item is reassembled, ready to be placed in all the proper locations in the catalog.
Volume 8, Number 4, Fall 1954
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Thus when a book is received, the title page can be transcribed and
the classification and subject headings assigned without any attempt to
verify the author entry. rf it is correcl, theluthor's dates will be picked
up automatically; if the author's name in the volume is at variance with
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A BookCatalogat Work.
Mencen-Br C. BnowN, Cftief
Processing Diaision
Free LibrarY of PhiladelPhia
P h ila deIPhia, P ennsYIvan ia

HE REACTION to yet another article on book catalogs could well
Ue:
Why? Much has been talked and written about book catalogsover
I
the years, and recently the subject has been treated rather exhaustively

how-to-do-it or how-not-to-do-it approach to the subject.
Almost d.nyonedescribing his experience in making and using the type
of catalogs we shall discussis necessarilypresenting something in the nature of a progressreport. We at the Free Library of Philadelphia certainly
have notlchleved our goals, but we have taken that all important "first
steP."
-In
an effort to be as helpful as possible in very practical directions, we
have elected to develop our remarks around the answers to five questions,
the five questions selected being those which have been most frequently
asked of us during the last two years while we have been developing our
own book catalog program.
The questions are : (r) Why do you do it? (z) How do you do it?
(3) How much does it cost? (4) Has conformity to the requirements of
the machine changed the kind of cataloging you do? (5) How do readers
like it, and has your staff acceptedit?
Why do you do it?
The development of the book catalog idea in Philadelphia was closely
related to the development of another idea-the Regional Plan for Philadelphia.
Il was recognized some years ago that a library system composed of a
single strong central library plus neighborhood branches (z5,ooo to 4o,ooo
volumes) did not meet the library needs of Philadelphia and would be
even less adequate in the future. Consequently, five so-called regional libraries were planned for the five major areas of the city. Each would be
comparable in collections and service to a main library serving a city of
* Abridgment
of a talk presented at a meeting sponsored by RTSD Copying
Methods Section and RTSD Book Catalog Committee in St. Louis on July z, 1964.
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4oo,ooo, and each would coordinate all library activities irr the region
which it served.

Buylng for the Northeast Regional Library collection began in
January 196r, and at that same time card catalogs for the library were befun.
However, by 1963 we had concluded that it was a book, noi a card.,iata-

Today the book catalog includes current additions to all collections in
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card catalog at the time we did, but we are convinced it would have come
sooner or later.
What were some of our problems with the card catalog?In spite of our
best efforts, there were cards without books and books without cards. The
turnover of clerical staff and professional staff in the branches Presented
in-service training problems with which we never adequately coped.
Flours of time were given to answering queries from branches as to why
they didn't receive cards, why they didn't receive mote cards, or why they
didn't receive different cards. There was extensive correspondenceregarding the addition of volumes to contents notes, revisions of subject head'
ings, and requeststo return cards for comection.
Cards, when they were delivered to the branches, were sometimes not
filed promptly or were filed incorrectly; notes from the Catalog Department were ignored, or were not correctly interpreted; cards were lost in
the mail; and cards were stolen. There was the usual problem of determining what cards were missing when we knew some were. All this added
up to administrative headachesof large proportions. The only conclusion
that could be drawn was that long distance editing was not satisfactory.
With only two catalogs to be edited and maintained, and those two catalogs directly under the control of the Catalog Department, we feel that
some of these problems will be reduced to a minimum and others will be
eliminated entirely. While it is hoped that the errors will be fewer, the
ones there are will, of course,be distributed more widely!
Moreover, becausewe have only two catalogs to maintain for the entire Extension Division, we feel that the quality of the cataloging will improve. Many arguments have been advanced for the use of book catalogs,
but insufficient emphasis has been placed on this particular advantage. At
least in our case,the cataloging itself is of better quality than we could
hope to obtain from card catalogs.For example, subjects can be modernized. "Interplanetary voyages" can become "Space flight" without undertaking a six-months project of revision or preparing a bewildering number
of references about books cataloged before and books cataloged after
such-and-sucha date. Corrections today do not involve lengthy coresPondence and explanations but only the retyping of a few cards. The results:
better cataloging and better catalogs.
In addition to having better catalogs, the catalogs we have are more
accessible.The book catalog is easily available in areas where we could
never have placed card catalogs. In a given building, the catalog is now
available in many different Iocations rather than the usual one. The
Northeast Regional Library is constructed on several levels. This building
is much admired from the point of view of architectural design and good
library service,but it would have been impossible to locate a single card
catalog convenient to all or even a majority of the departments. As it is,
copies of the book catalog for the adult and young adult collection are in
twelve difterent locations in this building, including the Children's
department.
Cooies are also available in areaswhich neveThad accessto a card catV o l u m e8 , N u m b e r 4 , F a l l t g 5 7
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The book catalog also facilitates the transfer of material when this
seems advisable. This is an important consideration in a large library
system.capital programs with large budgets for new agencieshive sometimes resulted in uneven distribution of resources.The transfer of books
from one aqe-ncyto another has been discouraged in the past becauseof
the multiplrrity of records involved.. with the book catalog, the problem
is cnnsiderably reduced, and transfers can be accomplished qui?e painlessly.
Why do you produce your booh catalog in the nxanner in which you do?
Perhaps it would not be irrelevant to make the distinction at this time

vantages and disadvantagesof each can be weighed. only then can he determine which one is best suited to his needs.

'
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the List-o-Matic camera takes r, z or 3 lines at a time'

* After issuing one issue, Cltoice changed to the Photon Process.
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many improvements with each passing year. We recognize there could be
better methods and cheaper ones available in the near future-we hope
there will be. We were reluctant to punch a sea of IBM cards until we
were assured that the benefits of a book catalog, as we saw them on paper,
existed in actuality.

economrcs.
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How much does it cost?
One question which must ultimately interest any librarian considering
the publication of a book catalog is "How much does it cost?" It costs a
great deal. Like most atternpts at cost analysis,however, this is tricky territory. Before giving specificfigures, it might be well to mention a few of the
variables which afiect cost no matter what system is used to produce the
book catalog. Some of these are (r) the extent to which present catalog records being transferred into the book catalog can be used without retyping
or recopying, (z) the number of cumulations required in any twelve-month
period (the cumulative supplements may well cost more than a single annual issue),(3) the number of copies printed and the kind of binding used,
(4) the buying pattern of an individual library, and, of course, its book
budget, (5) the number of catalogers,since arrearagesdo not appear in a
book catalog any faster than they do in a card catalog, and (6) technological improvements which may soon make it possible to automate some
Procedures,such as the stripping of film, that is presently done by hand.
It is inevitable that attempts will be made to compare the cost of producing a book catalog with those of producing the traditional card catalog. The comparisons are practically impossible to make with any degree
of accuracy since few libraries have reliable cost figures on preparing and
maintaining a card catalog. In fact, at this moment we could not estimate
the cost of the planning and developing that has gone into the production
of our book catalog.
Someone has suggestedthat a book catalog could reduce the number
of catalogersa given library might require. In fact, one librarian asked if
arrearagescould be eliminated if he introduced book catalogs in his library. If catalogers are not performing clerical duties and are spending
their time strictly on cataloging and classification,there is little about the
book catalog which is going to lighten their work. A library preparing book
catalogs for its own collection will not gain any cataloging time simply
becausethe catalog, as we know it, is being produced in a different form.
Although the library producing the book catalog will not need any
fewer catalogers,the libraries using the catalog may find their cataloging
can be done faster and more accurately. The libraries in the Philadelphia
District are consulting the Free Library of Philadelphia's book catalog in
the processof cataloging their own collections, just as most of us have consulted The National Union Catalog. The smaller libraries of Pennsylvania cannot afiord the Library of Congress catalogs, but our catalog is
furnished them as part of our service to the District.
Savings in personnel costs are possible in the system publishing the
catalog, but when achieved, they will occur in clerical positions. A library
may require fewer typists, filers, or multilith operators, for example.
While these savings could be substantial, they would not be sufficient to
enable anyone to conclude that the book catalog was cheaper to prepare
and to maintain than the card catalog.
The case for the book catalog, however, does not rise or fall on the
Volume 8, Number 4, Fall t964
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question of costs; it is doubtful if anyone ever published a book catalog
for current acquisitions becausehe was convinced it was cheaper to produce than a card catalog, and it is unlikely anyone will very soon. Is a
book catalog worth what it costs?Is reference service worth what it costs?
How much should theseservicescost?
In comparing costs,a book catalog versus a card catalog, we tend to
forget that we are not comparing like things. We should remember that
we are not trying to obtain the same results. How do we evaluate the convenience of having a book catalog in a private office or in a District library
or in another part of the state?How do we put a dollar value on the improved quality of cataloging copy?
Even if you are convinced of the soundnessof the above argumentsand you probably aren't-you still have the finance officersto face. Therefore, we would like to mention the financial experience of two large metropolitan library systemswith book catalogs, even though we recognize
that, without detailed knowledge of an operation, the gross figures are
not very meaningful.
In the first year of operation with the book catalog, the Free Library
of Philadelphia spent approximately $45,ooo.The first year was not a rypical year for several reasons. However, the sum of $45,ooo obtained one
basic volume of the children's catalog in Grade A binding and six supplements, perfect bound, together with a five-volume basic cumulative
issue of the adult and young adult catalog, in Grade A binding, and ten
supplements, perfect bound. The five-volume basic edition of tl:reCatalog
of Boohs f or Adults and Young Adu,lts conrains a total of roz,ooo entries
and 3,ogr pages.r75 copies of this particular issue cost $14,685,or 984 a
five-volume set, or $16.8o per volume. The cost of 17g copies of the cumulative supplements ranged from $5oo to $4,ooo per issue. For the current year, because of a revised publication plan and the need for additional copies,$7o,ooohas been budgeted.
The Los Angeles County Public Library, whose experience with book
catalogsgoes back ro years,estimatesthat they will spend in the neighborhood of $6oo,oooover the next five years.Approximately $rgo,ooo of this
sum will be used to cover the cost of converting from their old system to
the present one, and $r54,ooo is estimated to be the cost of cumulating
8,ooo titles per year for five years into author, title, subject, frction, and
children's supplements. They further estimate that the cost of cumulating
supplements into the basic catalog and reproducing annual issueswill be
about $z56,o00over this period.
Haae the requirements of the ca.rnerabrought about any changes in your
catal.ogingpolicy?
The next question requires a very short and uncomplicated answer,
but since we are asked it rather frequently, it is included here. The question is, "Have the requirements of the camera brought about any changes
in your cataloging policy?" The answer is "No." We do eye each note a
little more critically than we did in rhe past, but if we consider biblio-
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graphical notes or lengthy contents notes imPortant, we always include
them. We make fewer titles when subjects and titles file next to or very
near one another. This has been our expressedpolicy in the past, but it

readers.
What has been the readers'reaction and how has the staff adiusted to the
booh catalog?

affairs to the adaptability of the young.
A month later the adult and young adult collections were opened to

from enthusiastic at the prospect of using a book catalog, says that now
he would not want to work where there wasn't a book catalog.
When the book catalog was first proposed, some staff members were
understandably apprehensive about problems of mutilation, theft, and
misshelving. As for mutilation and theft, we had the argument that at
least we would know what was taken, and that was more than we could
tell when the cards were stolen. It did seem likely, however, that there
would be times when five copies of Volume IV would be together on one
shelf. Actually none of these predictions has come about. The first caseof
mutilation has yet to be reported, and the volumes are not carried around
the building, principally because the readers seem aware that copies are
available in strategic locations throughout the building.
To the observation "But a reader is using such a large portion of the
alphabet when he consults one bound volume," we would answer, first,
that the average reader manages to block accessto more drawers of the
card catalog than he is consulting, and secondly, some drawers of the card
Volume 8, Number 4, FalI 1964
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catalog regularly get heavier use than others. With the book catalog, there
are multiple copies of these drawers, so to speak. A popular drawer in
Philadelphia, not surprisingly, is the drawer containing the cards on Philadelphia, and now the Northeast Regional Library has twelve copies of
this drawer!
One of the advantagesreaders usually mention is comfort in using the
book instead of the cataTogdrawers and the convenience of being able to
scan a page when unsure of the appropriate subject heading or the spelling of an entry. The staff also appreciates rhese points and the fact that
the book can be carried to the workroom for checking book orders, indexes, etc.
Habit is very strong, however, and no librarian contemplating a book
catalog should overlook this point. A book catalog is not likely to be used
by staff or public while a card catalog is available. On the other hand,
public library users in Western Australia and Northeast Philadelphia,
where the catalog in book form is the only catalog, encounter no problems. Habits of the stafi are of longer standing and are more deeply ingrained than habits of readers. Flowever, the staff of our Northeast
Regional Library has been very enthusiastic ever since the readers' acceptance of the catalog became apparent. In our opinion, for readers and
staff alike, the book catalog is a proven success.

foreign out-of-prints
Take adyanttge of our excellent,/ree
searcbseruices
for foreign pwblications
I We search for publications in all subject fields from Britain,
France, Germany, Italy, Spain, Latin America and all other parts
of the world.
r Our prices for foreign out-of-print books are the lowest possible.
I We issue frequent, well-organized desiderata lists and circulate
them widely abroad.
I Repeated efforts are made to locate titles not readily found.

STECHERT- HAFNER.
uor*o"J

f nc.
rN NEw YoRK 1872

3I EASTIOThSTREET,
NEW YORK 3, N.Y.
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BookCatalogs
as Supplements
to Card Catalogs.
PHvr-r-rsA. Rrcnuouo, Superuisor
Riaer Campus Science Libraries
Uniuersity of Rochester
Rochester, N.Y.

THE PAST THREE YEARS, the University of Rochester
T\URING
tibrary has been engaged in a long-term project to make one-line,
ll
short-title, printed catalogs for each of its science libraries. The catalog
for the Engineering Library was issued in 196z, that for the Geology-Geography Library in 1963. A third catalog, for the Physics-MathematicsOptics-Asronomy Library is with the printer; and a fourth, for the Life
SciencesLibrary, is now three-quarters punched.
The catalogs are made with the standard IBM electronic accounting
machinery in the University's Data Processing Center. Keypunching has
been carried on at the rate of two hours a week since 196r, but this is
much too slow, so that in September, the Library will get its own keypunch. The rest of the machines, sorter, reproducer, interpreter, and 4o7
printer, are used on a rental basis. The annual budget allotment for preparing and printing these catalogs,exclusive of keypunching labor, began
at $g7o and is now $rzoo.
The primary purpose of the catalogs is to put an accurate list of all
books and journals in the sciencelibraries on the desk of each member of
the faculty and research staff in the departments served by each library.
These catalogs save valuable faculty time and energy by making it possible to ascertain what is in the library without actually going there. The
professor can consult the catalog before ordering books, thus eliminating
the expensive nuisance of discovering a duplicate order halfway through
the ordering procedure. FIe can also determine whether the library owns
a book before assigning it for reserve.Required reading assignmentsfrom
books not held are distressingto student and librarian alike.
The second purpose of the short-title printed catalogs is to make it
possible for every science librarian to know what is in every other science
* Presented at the spring meeting of the New York 'lfechnical Services Librarians,
April ro, 1964, and, under the title "Supplementary Short-title Book Catalogs," at
the July z, 1964 meeting of the Book Catalog Committee Copying Methods Section,
Resources & Technical Services Division, American Library Association Conference,
St. Louis.
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library without calling the Circulation Department at Rush Rhees Li'
brary and asking them to look in the main (union) catalog. The Inter-Li'
brary Loan Department also makes use of the catalogs as a short cut to
determining who has what.
The third purpose of the catalogs is to enable the other libraries in
the Rochester area, especially the company libraries, to find out what
books are in the University sciencelibraries without telephoning for this
information before they send their Inter-Library Loan requests.This is a
convenienceto us aswell as to them.
The printed catalog is a supplement to the regular card catalog in
each library; it does not replace it. The one-line entry does not give anywhere near the amount of information necessaryto make the best use of a
book. It would be extremely abbreviated for a large collection. There
in the printed catalogs, so that if the reader does
are no cross-references
not have a pretty good idea of what he is looking for, that is, if he does not
know his author or the accurate title of his book, the catalog is useless.It
is strictly a finding tool, not a browsing one.
The one-line entryl necessitatesextensive use of abbreviations, since
only 8o columns can be used in punching information. A reader who
knows what he is looking for will have little trouble with these abbreviations, but a full listing is issued with each catalog in case of ambiguity.
The short form allows entry of the Library of Congressclassification number for each book, but not the book number. This will get the reader to
the shelf he wants where he can find books in the desired class arranged
alphabetically. The twenty-one columns alloted to the author entry are
adequate for personal names, but the names of corporate bodies have to
be abbreviated. Some of these are easily recognized, while others, particularly symposia, conferences, congresses and the like, require interpretation. A list of these special abbreviations is also included in each catalog. The abbreviations are kept uniform for all science libraries; we do
not separatethem by library or subject.
The forty-six column allotment for title is usually adequate except for
highly-specialized works such as dissertations, theses, and some conference reports. The final two columns are used for date, beginning with oo
for rgoo and ending in 99 for rgg9. Special codes are used as blanket coverage for certain types of materials, such as MSz for things published before r9oo, MC for monographic continuations which are still being issued,
and ND for no date. Periodicals are distinguished by having volumes and
dates follow the title so that the final two columns are always blank, making it easyto sort a deck for periodicals.
It turned out that the final column in the section allowed for the classification number was unneeded except in very rare instances because the
r A detailed account of the mechanics of making short-title catalogs may be found
in Phyllis A. Richmond, "A Short-title Catalog Made with IBM Tabulating Equipment," Library Resources and Technical Seruices,v. Z, no, r, winter 1963,pp. 8t-go.
z HS was formerly used, but the current computer sorting program requires free
rr and rp punches in column 79.
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Library of Congress classification numbers, including the- decimal, rarely
take more than"ten places. This column has been used for control with

odical listings.
The first printed catalog did not include a section arranged-by subject
becauseit would have cost twice as much to publish. We did, however,

brary catalog, either.
We also omitted the periodical listing in the first catalog. This turned
out to be a bad mistake. The second catalog contained such a list. The de-

because a single volume is much easier to use than supplements, a new
edition annually seemsthe most likely procedure, provided costs ale not
exorbitant.
We have, as yet unpunched, the wherewithal to make a classifiedcatalog for the Engineering Library. To do this, we first listed the subject
Volume 8, Number 4, Fall tg54
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headings for every title. Then we converted these to suitable Library
of Congress classification numbers. I do not know whether it is worth-

term paper and is shown in FiEure r.3

converting St. to SAINT for filing purposes. This has been written in
F@RTRAN II, but not converred to Autocoder. The second addition.

techniques to fit the rules.
_ Developing the beginning computer prograrn has necessitated some
changes
keypunching procedure. We would like, for example, to
in 9ur
merge all of our printed catalogs into one for all science libraries. Becausewe have used all of our columns on the rBM card for data, we had
no
]vfy of indicating which title was in which library or where there are
multiple copies. Now we are indicating location by putting a code number into the rarely-used column r r of the classification number area of
the punched card. when the machine finds column r r already occupied,
it looks for an rr;f punch, which we use in such instancesto indicate-that
a trailer card with information on it follows. we have also cleared the
_,:aoth
F@RTRAN

962

the program, SHORTTITLE,
by Dr. Baumeisrer and the subprogram
in
by the author are debugged and operarional.
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Figure r. University of Rochester Science Libraries. Program for Interfiling
Names Beginning with MAC and MC, in Fortran II, for IBM 7o74
Computet.
ROUTINE Td INTERFIIE MC AND MAC NAMES
ryDF

<

PAUSE
!1=lHM
MC=IHC
D T M E N S T pKNA ( 3 ) , K B ( 2 2 ) , K c ( 1 0 )
1 0 R E A D6 0 , ( K A (J ) , J - 1 , 3 ) , ( K B (J ) , J = 1 , 2 1 ) , ( K C (J ) , J = 1 , 1 0 )
KB(22)=0

C
C

FIRST LETTER IS M
21 rF(KB(2 )-MC) 20,22,20
SECONDI,ETTER IS C

22 rQo=I.
KeKB(2)

KB(z) IN KQ
4 69 K=),2?

m=m(r)

(".

f

SAVES3
KB(K)=Ka
PUrs 2 rlfr9 3
69 r'q=rn
r(a CdNTAINS
3
KB(2)=IHA
PUTSA INTd KB(2)

c4 rO 25
2o r4o=0..

25 wRrTEpUTpUT
TApq5,62, (KA(J), J=1,3 ), (KB(J ), J=Lt22)t
(KC(J),J=l,10),T@G
(2A5)AI r2zAt,tOA5,FJ.O| )
62 FZ.RMA'I
crg.Tg 10
28 STpP
(5oU PT,BISN
SETCARDREADER
TP BB, THENPRESSSTART
5 FORMAT
END
caipr

Dd{tI$TNE

J,IERGE
RPUTINE
c

C

R0UTINE'To TAKE A ouT oF Mc ENTRTES
64 READINPUT TAPE 5, 53, (KA(J ), J=1, 3 ), (KB(J), J=!,22) t
(KC( J ) , J=I,r0) rTgG
6 3 F p R M A T( 2 A 5 , A L , 2 1 A 1 , I 0 A 5 r F 3 . O )
IF (KA(l)) 65,20r,65
65 @NTINUE

r{ (Toc) 1oo,1o9r1oo
100 Dp I08 K=2,21
108 KlB(K)=KB(K+r)
A IN MCNAMES
DELETES
rog 0oNTTNUE
hTRITE
TAPE5, 2OO,( KA(J ), J=I, 3), (t(B(,1
oUTPUT
), J=1r21),
(Kc(J),J=1,L0)
(3on lUrndn LIST FrtED By CdMPUTER/
200 F9RMAT
22AI,3XJA5,
3x10A5,3xI5)

coro 64

201 sroP
END
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Figure 2. Computer Filed Author Listing. University of Rochester PhysicsMathematics-Oprics-Asrronomy Library. Program by Professor philip
Baumeister, Dept. of Optics. Code in right column is to indicate
which library has book.
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top of column ?g in our date area for rr and 12 Punches by changing the
code for a pre-rgoo publication from HS to MS. Both this alternative
and similar use of column r r offer opPortunities for shifting into special
routines as we need them.
We plan ultimately to transfer our data from magnetic tape to disc,
and develop a computer routine for adding new material similar to the
following:
r.
z.
3.
4.

Read and edit
Sort
Merge to master
Storeupdated master

For output we would perform the following steps:
r. Read and de-editmaster
z. Print de-editedmaster
Realization of this procedure is some time off, though the sorting problem is forcing it on us sooner than expected. A single, unified, up-to-date
printed catalog for all of our sciencelibraries is our next goal.
Supplementary book catalogs should be regarded as a method of selecting part of the union catalog on a subiect basis. By the time a catalog
gets to the multiple million card mark, necessaryfor indexing the collection of a large library, filing and entry rules make it difficult for nonlibrarians to use it easily. Our printed catalogs are subject-oriented,
author-title finding lists. The subject-orientation is based on physical location of books in departmental libraries, but it could, if demand arose,conceivably be made entirely independent of this factor. One could, by selecting related categoriesin the classification system, produce supplementary
book catalogs, from the shelf list, in any subject or area study orientation desired.
CODE REVISION

1N ST. LOUIS

At a two-daymeeting of the CatalogCode RevisionCommitteein St. Louis,
SummerSpalding,the Editor, presentedfor discussiondrafts of severalPortions
of the new code. The Committee, and later the CCS Executive Committee,
approveda new schedulewhich callsfor a completedmanuscriptto be presented
to the CCSExecutiveCommitteein the summerof 1966,insteadof (asoriginally
planned) 1965.The chief reasonfor postponedpublication is the decision to
include in the new code rules dealing with non-book material in addition to
thosedealingwith conventionalbooks.
The Code Committee plans to have a working draft. of the rules for conventional books by Midwinter 1965so that, before publication, the Library of
Congress,and perhaps some other major research libraries can try out the
and easeof use.
clarity of expression,
draft to testcompleteness,
Bernice Field's DescriptiveCatalogingCommittee held a day of meetings
and made great progresstoward completerevision of the Library of Congress
Rules for DescriptiaeCataloging(rg49). These rules also will be included in
the final versionof the new code.-P. S.Dunhin
Volume 8, Number 4, Fall r954
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TheCompactBookCatalogby Photographic
Process
Directorofrnstructior"r?frJliii
The Junior College District of St.Louis
St.Louis County, Missouri

a thing of the far-gone pasr, supposedly a thing of
R!9K"CATALOGS,
tne tar-out luture, are appearing in ever increasing use and. form,
rj
with varying degrees_of accepiance. There appears, hJwever, little
or
no resistanceto the idea that the catalog in bo&'form excells the conventional card^catalog file in easeof use ant maintainance, and in savings
in
spaceand furniture. Many systemsnow in use are some variation of IBM
coding, key punching, print out, erc., which not only requires the
tech_
nical stafi and eq-uipment and the above steps, but piirrt, orrt in hard-to_
read, unfamiliar form, Ieaving out much of the desire^dinformation.
In-starting from scratch at a new
Junior College District, with a
central resourcescenter.and three_campuses,the oppoitunity to iry ,o-.thing different was hard to resist. Not iraving u"y bi the rBM
and therefore not being compelled to make ,rre oi it whether or"q.rip-"rrt,
irot it was
really.suitable, a number of methods were investigated. since the LC
card
contains all of the desired information, in familiir form, the Iogical
conclusion was ro get it into book form with as few steps and litiie
equipment as possible; photography ofiered a solution, but on first examination, many problems as weil. rt was at this stage that the compos-o-Listr
camera came into the picture.
This camera, adapted with a variable aperture triggered by an
elec_
tronic eye, is capable of photographing the-cards indiildually 'and
automa-tically at over 7,ooo cards an hour. The cards are filed in c6nventional
order by author-title and by subject, sense-markedto indicare how
much
information is to be photographed, after which the camera adjusis
its bite
to fit each card. From the negatives, prates are made and printing
and
binding completed" The results a.e a-clear cut, easy to read. and
to use
book catalog, requiring onry the manuar operation fi nting the
cards in
desired order, which wourd'have had to have been done u"'y*uy,
and the
coding to adjust the variable aperture.
advantages are rhat it is used much_as a telephone book, requir_
. Tl"
ing little or no insrruction to students and. facultyj and that
multiple
copies can be distributed througtrout the ribraries, in faculty
offices,and
in the bookstore. The basic catalog contains, as well as books,
lists of periodicals, microfilm, record.s,
and AV equipment, thus afiording a
1apes,
complete listing of a77available instructional iesources. The
facultv can
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of the card cabinets has been eliminated.
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There are some intriguing aspectsof combining the virtues of direct
photography with the rapid sorting and printing of punched cards or
computer tape. Alanar Book Processing Center4 has under development
such a procedure whereby only the shelf list is photographed as a basic
referral book containing the full card information, from which short author, title, and classification entries are key punched for sorting and run
ofi by IBM. The system has great potential, but the problem of key
punching, proper sorting for print out, and keeping the catalog up to
date still exists. Institutions possessingthe necessarymachinery might
well use this process, or it can be done on a service basis, just as the
camera work is now done.
As in most cases,once a breakthrough into new methods is made, it
leads to even better and more efficient methods. It is already feasible for a
computer at some central production center to call a computer in a li
brary and print out book orders or book catalogs or whatever is needed;
with a little guts and a lot of imagination, there's no telling what will be
done next.
REFERENCES
r. Compos-O-List Systems
8r3 Cleveland
Highland Park, New York
(variable aperture camera)
z. Datagraphies, lnc.
r7o6 Washington
St. Louis. Missouri
(Compos-O-List camera, fix)
3. Addressograph-Multilith
3roo Olive
St. Louis. Missouri
(photo direct camera)
4. Alanar Book Processing Center
P. O. Box gor
Williamsport, Pennsylvania
(Itek Camera and IBM)
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to further the project.
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The Metamorphosis
of the BookCatalogs
CernrntNr Macquennrr, Diaision Chief
T echnical SeraicesDiaision
Los Angeles County Public Library

-TrHE
BOOK CATALOGS prepared with IBM equipment have now
been
in use in the Los Angeles County Public Library for ten years.
.1f
During this time, we have had some unsolvable problems in connection
with their preparation. These problems are the IBM print, the lack of
punctuation and diacritical marks, and the increasing bulkiness and unwieldiness of the catalogs.Scheduling also was becoming a problem since
we farmed out various parts of the preparation of the catalog: preparing
of stencils to the Registrar of Voters, multilithing, binding.
Our branch librarians and the library patrons have used these catalogs
and like the way they are prepared, the cumulative supplements, and the
arrangement into separate catalogs for adult and juvenile, author, titles,
and subjects, and particuarly the brief annotations. The librarians were
beginning to worry, however, about the space needed for the housing of
the volumes. The catalogs take Iess space than a card catalog, but they
are growing by 5 to 6 volumes a year since we add approximately 9,ooo
titles. The size of each volume is g,, X rg" and about g/4 inch thick, so
they are heavy and awkward to handle. They now are in 5z volumes
with next year's set projected for 57 volumes.
The other point that bothered the branch librarians particularly
was the samenessof the print. We used a ft4o7 tabulator for print-out,
and our tab cards were punched on a ;f oz6 print punch; consequently, the
print-out is in all caps. This is monotonous to look at and presents difficulties to the usersin that it is hard to distinguish where an author entry
ends and the title begins or where the title ends and the annotation begins. As a result, when people copy from the catalog preparing request
slips, they often mis-copy an entry.
There are other difficulties. For example, the filing word does not
stand out. In the Author Catalog the print is all the same so the author's
name does not catch the eye. In the Subject Catalog the subject headings
do not stand out even though we centered them and allowed space above
and below. To make them more distinctive, we underlined each subject
heading. However, there is no underline key on IBM equipment; therefore we had to underline on the multilith masters by hand, a very timeconsuming job.
?unctuation,-or the lack of it, also has caused difficulties. We adapted
and changed to fit the few punctuation marks that are on the
fi4o7 [abulator, but there are times when a question mark, for example, is essential.
370
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These again had to be added to the stencils. Our foreign language catalog lacki diacritical marks which in some caseschanges the meaning of
the words.
The appearance of the catalogs was becoming a problem. We used
good paper for maximum legibility but were using the cheapest bindings
made from marble board with a cloth strip down the back. They were
rz to r8 months. To'
designed to last just the life of the edition-from
ward the end of the period the volumes became quite ragged and dogeared and did not enhance the appearance of the branches. We liked to
know that the library patrons were finding the catalogs so usable and
consulted them so much that they became worn oufi but the catalogswere
far from pleasing to look at or handle after the covers became dirty and
cracked. However, we did not want to add to the cost by using more expensive covers.
When IBM introduced upper and lower caseletters in some of its advanced machines, we considered whether there would be sufficient improvement to warrant changing our basic records for the catalogs. We re'
jected this for several reasons. In the first place only part of our problems
would be solved. In the second place, we were using the machines of the
Registrar of Voters who did not have the new machines. We could not
jusiify purchasing a machine for our own use as the catalogs did not take
more'tfian r day a week machine time to prePare. It was also suggested
that we change to tape or drums, but again the print-out was not significantly better to warrant the change, and more problems would be encountered. We tried photography and reduction in size of print. In order
to get two columns it was necessary to reduce 4.:r which made the print
too small for use by the general public in a library. We ran one issue of
the supplement with the reduced print. It took considerably more work,
but when we sent out the supplements, everyone complained.
In the fall of 196z we learned of the possibility of using different print
faces through the use of Composo-list machines and high speed cameras.
We investigated procedures and methods of adapting these machines to
our requirements. After obtaining permission to experiment with the prep'
aration of a couple of our supplements by these methods, the November
196z Supplement was our first issue.It had many mistakes; entries did not
come ouf as we planned and many problems developed that we had to
solve. Ilowever, basically, it answered our needs and both our library
users and branch librarians liked the apPearanceof the new supplements
and found them much easier to use. The Technical Servicesstafi and the
Company who had suggested this method worked together to produce
six curnulative issues-to see if the work could be done mechanically, if
the various problems of cataloging, such as holdings changes,corrections,
last copy discards, could be handled mechanically. The Los Angeles
County Chief Administrator's staff made a feasibility study and a budget
or cost study and decided that we should go ahead. Towards the end of
the period we formulized our catalog requirements, prepared a description and submitted it for bid to the County Purchasing Agent. Several
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bids were received. That of Econolist company was rhe rowest bid for the
five-yearperiod, so they were awarded the contract.

ments were of importance in our estimates.we had been using the same
tabulating cards over and over again to produce the new editibns of the
c_atalogs,the main bulk of the cards for over ten years. we were told that
the life expectancy of the cards was from five to eight years; therefore it
was past time to reproduce orrr basic decks of cards, a considerable expense. Since the catalogs were becoming so bulky, we were beginning to
need more furniture for housing them, another added e*pei.re w[i.h
would not be needed with the niw format of
3o f volumbs. We were
running; out of multilith time to produce the catalogs so would have to
get another machine and operator if we continued on the same schedule.
Actually, we already had been forced ro go to an rS-month schedule,
ald it was probable that we would have to go to a so-month schedule for
the 1964 edirion or get another multilith- machine. The new format

cost, although the annual processing expense will, under the Econolist
Jt-
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system, be less, the initial conversion cost will probably not be absorbed
for many years. Using the next five years as a basis, we estimate that
the present system would cost $524,498.This represents salaries,supplies,
and equipment for the portion of the catalog processing which will be
done under contractual agreement. This is compared to $562,5oo for
the same 5-year period if the work would be done under contract as presented by Econolist. The difference of $38,ooz represents the initial conversion cost of $8z,5oo less than the total annual savings for the next five
years of $44,498. Spread out over the five year period, this produces an
average yearly increase of about $7,6oo, or r.4/o increase. We do agree
that the catalogs prepared by the proposed processwould be superior to
the present ones. Not only will the catalogs be more atttactle, but they
can more easily be read by the patron. Also, under the new system,a complete catalog revision of 5e volumes can be prepared annually rather than
every rg months under the present system. This will sig;nificantly reduce
the time span by patrons of the library and by your staff in researching
through supplements to find the desired title. Finally, the new catalogs
will be about 4olo smaller which will save space and reduce the number
of tables needed in your branch libraries. In light of these advances and
since County Counsel (Edward Gaylord) advises us that such a contract
is legal, we believe you should proceed in firming up the contractual
agreements.
COST ANALYSIS FOR BRANCH

t96j-64

r964-65

gz,6+9

$

$ r7z,5oo

$

$ (-zg.8rr)

$

$

t965-66

CATALOG

1966-67

PROCESSING
t967-68

Total Library Cost to be Deleted
$ rr5,9z5
$ ro3,55o
$ rr4,a63
98,rrr
Cost of Catalog Processing by Econolist
g roo,ooo
go,ooo
$ ro5,ooo
$ 95,ooo
Savings (Loss)
8,5So
8,rrr
$ r4,9zb
$ 14,263
$

5-\ear
Total

$ rz+,+98
$ 56z,5oo
$ (-38,ooz)

The new format used in our current supplements was very well received by the branch librarians and the library users. \Me even received
fan letters frorn library userscongratulating us for making the change to a
more pleasing print. Placing a page from each type of print side by side
is the best comparison. (See end of article for examples of the old and
new pages).
One of the questions to decide for these new catalogs is whether to
produce them in the old dictionary catalog arrangement or as divided
catalogs. The dictionary anangement has the advantage of familiarity;
however, most indexes and catalogs,from the telephone book to some of
the Wilson publications, divide subject from author. When we started in
1952, we had no choice as divided catalogs were most feasible with the
IBM equipment. Now we could change to dictionary arrangement, using
code numbers to control the arrangement. \.4/e have questioned our
branches at various times since, and they far prefer the divided catalogs.
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They say it is much easier to go directly to the title or to the subject and
not io have to explain to library users the cornplicated filing of a dictionary catalog. We 6ave found that the title catalogs are used-most, subject
next, and iuthor least, judging from the wear and tear of the volumes in
the branches.

that it would be most difficult to train the public to use them.
Since we have been producing the supplements with the new format,
many of the other libraries in the State have become interested in our
procedures. The State Librarian called a workshop meeting in Sacramento, February rg-r4, ry6g. This Workshop, made up of the county
librarians and other librarians who were members of the union catalog
maintained by the State Library, discussed the possibility of converting
the State Union Catalog (an author catalog in card form which shows the
location of the various titles) to the new format and providing copies
for all members. We also discussedthe conversion of individual or groups
of catalogs to this same format. A summary of the proceedings of the
Workshop is included as Appendix A of.Booh Catalogs, edited by Robert
Kingery and Maurice Tauber (Scarecrow Press, 1963, pp. 2?9-305)'
The new format used in our supplements has been so atttactive that
it has also caused a revival of interest in book catalogs for both indivi-

meeting was devoted to the subject. Paul Miles, of the University of California at Los Angeles, discussed the book catalogs of the University of
California at Los Angeles Library prepared by the G.K. Hall Corporation.
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The Library Development Act passed by the California Legislature
last summer (A. B. 59o) promotes cooperation berween libraries and the
development of library systems.Several groups of libraries are discussing
forming systemsand cooperating to produce book catalogs,using the same
format as presently used by Los Angeles County. These union catalogs would give location and would be used in place of their card catalogs.
In order to produce these catalogs economically, the system must have
centralized cataloging. The book catalogs would be used in all outlets of
the libraries ir,r the system. The development and use of union catalogs
for a system of independent libraries will encourage closer cooperation in
loaning books, in book selection, in the formation of a last copy depository, and particularly in communication between libraries in the system.
Reference and processing centers will become part of each system, or possibly systemscan band together to maintain large resource centers as cooperation becomes a reality. A union book catalog prepared by these
newer methods, with copies in all the libraries that are members of the
system, would be the most efiective way to make the centers trulv functional.
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MontgomeryCountyBookCatalog
Gnoncs B. Monnrerto, Director
M ont gomery Coun ty, D ep ar tnxen t of P ub Ii c Librar ies
Bethesda, Md.

A NY DISCUSSION of book catalog development in the Montgomery
Maryland, Department of Public Libraries must begin with
flCounty,
grateful acknowledgement to the Los Angeles County Library for magnanimous contributions and cooperation. John Henderson, then the
Librarian, Catherine MacQuarrie, then Head of Cataloging, and Beryl
Martin, Head of their book catalog, all combined to render the greatest
assistancein our initial efiorts. They spent two full days with Mrs. More
land (Assistant Librarian and Cataloger of the U.S. Naval Medical Research Institute) and myself, explaining their whole operation' They
were extraordinarily kind in furnishing us a full set of their book catalog,
the subject heading code book, and a detailed description of key punching procedures. Later, when we had decided to take the plunge, they
provided us, at cost, with two sets of subject heading punched cards (a
total of zzo,ooo),and wired the panel for our County's IBM 4o7 for printout purposes.
Our library system, with thirteen branches, three bookmobiles, and an
administrative headquarters, is a department of the Montgomery County
government. Administrative headquarters is at 64oo Democracy Boulevard, Bethesda, Maryland. It serves an estimated suburban and rural population of ggo,oooliving in the 5oo square miles immediately north and
west of Washington, D. C. In 1963 the libraries and bookmobiles loaned
B,sg6,ooobooks from a collection numbering 5r5,ooo at the end of the year.
The fundamental reason for consideration of a book catalog and its
eventual adoption was the better service it could provide the rSo,ooo
patrons of the system. Paramount, of course, is the fact that every patron,
no matter what facility he may be using (small community branch, bookmobile or large regional library) has at his fingertips the record of the
total collection of the Department as well as the location of every book.
Another advantage is the ease of duplication so that instead of one card
catalog in a library (and none on a bookmobile), showing only the books
owned by that agency, any useful number of book catalogs may be distributed to each library. Thus in our larger libraries there are ro copies
of author, title, and subject catalogs for the adult books. This permits
the Reference Librarian and the Librarian each to have copies at his
desk. In addition, copies are distributed to every one of the County's 35
secondary high schools. Approximately the same distribution is made of
the author, title, and subject catalogs for children's books to the libraries
and bookmobiles. Each of the rro elementary public school libraries receives a copy of the children's catalogs.
Volume 8, Number 4, FaIl tg64
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There are a number of fringe benefits. one is the release of time
(both clerical and professional) from filing and withdrawing catalog
cards in branches. In our system this is consirvatively estimatei to efiect
a saving of 4,ooo hours or two full man years. No staff member has been
discharged. This permits the released time for more useful emproyment
servin^gthe public directly. Also when an error is made in cataioging or
classification, as sometimes happens even in the best of weil-re[urited
families, there is only one place where correction must be made. That is,
instead of various communications and new catalog cards for five to thirteen agenciesowning a book, one co:IY.ection
is made in the next issue of
the.book catalog. This-n-aturalry reduces the amount of crericar and professional work required for the correction of an error. A corollary toihi,
is the control of catalog information at one point, particularly in filing,
so that there is a uniformity throughout the iystem. This, of .o.rrr., *u,
not true under the card c-atalog system, since twenty to thirty people
were-filing catalog cards, when they got around to it. Another benefit of
the duplication of catalogs is that tirJpetrons in charge of book selection
for the adult and children's services,citalogers, the R"eferenceand rnrerlibrary Loan Librarian {or the entire ryrtJ-, all supervisory librarians,
and even the Director,
the catalogs of the troldings of the system
luy.
within reach on their desks
for instant ref=erence.
when we began thinking about the possibility of this method after
our return from california, committees of our staff were appointed to review the Los Angeles samples, discuss their applicability tio'Morrtgo-..y
County, and make judgments on the efficacyii .hange. The commitrees
were each made up of members of the stafi in various Jategories,both professional and clerical. From this there came a substantiai majority opinion that the inauguration of a book catalog would be advantageous to
the support, almost unanimous, of
;in on January r, 196z.
blems, outside the control of the
rg of the operation until January r,
rds have been produced. One of our
the book catalog, issued as suppleth the books acquired after January
r, 1963, rather than to spend several years in preparing the mateiials for
the production of a total book catalog. By this^m"uir *. felt that we
could catch up with the holdings as of becember
3r, r962, while we were
publishing the current cumulaiive issues.Anothei ,euion was that. with
the scheduled opening of a new branch on
June rg, 1964, we could
include in our book catalog books acquired. fo."rthis t"* "ugir.y, elimillti"g need for catalog card casesand catalog cards in the"new agency.
This has reduced the amount of the backlog to be ptepured, since,"when
^of
we added a title to the new agency, the holdings
ill other libraries
owning this book were included in the notation in the book catalog.
Before describing briefly the procedures used, I am sure a quEstion
.
in most people's minds is the reiative cosr. we had an opportrinity to
38o
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make a fairly detailed comparison of the cost of our processing with a
card catalog system for the full year r96z and our book catalog operation
for the full year 1963. Following is this study:
Book Catalog

Card Catalog
r962

r963

(In which year 75,365 books were
added to the collection)

(In which year 75,864 books were added
to the collection)
Staf Salaries

Staf Salaries

Total

(r)
(r)
(z)
(l)
(6)

$ 8,888
5,92o
rr,r2o
4,3os
-ozr,r8o

(rt)

$5r,4r3

Chief, Preparations
PrincipalCataloger
Catalogers
Supervisingclerk
Key punch operator
Clerk-typists

Supplics anil. EquiPment
Catalog cards

fi r,2oo

Catalog Cases
Multilith mats
Multilith maintenance

r ,85o
350
r65

Typewriter maintenance
Acetate tape
Book pockets
Glue
Milar book jackets

r ro
9oo
43o
r25
4,4oo

Miscellaneous
Total

$ 9,565

(r) $ 9,237 (nine positionscon(r)
tinued had salary
6,2r7
(z) rr,65z
increasetotaling
(r)
4,5ro $z,ogr)
(r)
4,034
(+) t4,388
Total

(10) $5o,o38

Suppli,esanil Equipment
Catalog Cards
$
IBM cards
IBM card 6les
Multilith mats
Elliott stencils

zoo
ro6 (@$r.o6per M)
66c
zZo (@$Soper M)
ftS (@$zz per M)

84
Elliott maintenance
Typewriter maintenance 9o
Acetate tape
9oo
Book pockets
$o (@$4Jo per M)
125
Glue

Milar book jackets
Paper
Cover stock
Binding annual
Miscellaneous

4,4oo
648 (8ol per ream)
roo
55o
35

fi 8,763

Total
Machine Rental'
Key punch
Print out

720
48o (Dept's share)

ff r,2oo

Total

Pro Rata Share Other DePartments,
Personnel,
Print shop operator
432
IBM print-out
216
operator

Grand Total

$tu,978

or 8of per book processed
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Total
Grand Total

648
$
$6o,649

or 7gt per book processed
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Since the oz6 Key-Punch prints as well as punches, these cards can
then be revised by the Principal Cataloger, and they are filed in their
proper place in the three categories of author, title, and subject in card
files to await the bimonthly
cumulative supplement run-ofi on the IBM
We
also
produce
separate
book catalogs for our foreign language
4o7.
and phonograph record collections.
The cards are hand sorted because the experience of the Los Angeles
County Library established that, although the cards could be sorted by
machine, it took considerably less time to file by hand. We have discovered only one filing error in 6,989 pages produced since Jan. r, 1963.
Every two months the cards are taken in their file trays to the County
IBM Division where they are printed out by the IBM 4o7 onto continuous perforated Multilith
mats.
These mats are revised and subject headings are underlined before
being delivered to the County Print Shop for the printing of the necessary number of copies. The distribution indicated above follows upon the
completion of the printing work. Sample pages from adult author, subject and title catalogs (six month
cumulative
supplements) follow.
INTRODUCTION
This Author Catalog supplenent lists
books added to all
Montgonery County public library
collections
since the publication of the bound Author Catalog. It is issued every two nonths.
Books are listed alphabetically
by authors, editors, conpilerst
joint
authors, and by titles
of books for which there is no
author.
Works of fiction
do not have nunbers and will
be found arranged alphabetically
by authorrs last name on the fiotion
shelves. Nonfiction
books have nurobers which appear at the left
of each entry. These nunbers show the location of books on
the shelves.
S.S. is used for

collections

of short

stories.

The letter
R preceding a nunber indicates
be found on the reference shelves.
Asterisks
young adults.

(*)

preceding titles

Synbols showing location

indicate

that

the book nay

books suitable

for

are:

Bethesda

BK Booknobile

c

Central

. 386

[etc;
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listed]
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:Author

Catalogl

PLUTARCH.
PLUTARCH - LIVES OF THE NOBLE GRECIANS
ANO ROMANST MODERN LIBr
BCDFGGPLFNRHRVSHSTW
WHITE STALLIONS OF VIENNAT TRo BY
PODHAJSKYT ALOIS.
DUTTONT 1963r
FRANCES HOGARTH-GAUTE.

9?O
P'737
194.24
P-t42W

c

PODHORETZT NORMAN.
DOINGS ANO UNDOINGST THE FIFTIES
FARRART 1964r
AND AFTER IN AMERICAN WRITING.
BDLFSTW
GREAT TALES ANO POEMS.
POEr EDGAR ALLAN.
WASHINGTONT 194Oo
DGPNT
TALES OF MYSTERY AND IMAGINATION.
POEr EDGAR ALLAN.
OXFORDT 1946o
BDFRHSHT
POHL. FREDERIKT ED.
EXPERT DREAMERSO DOUBLEDAYT
:
,
1962.
BCDGGPLFNRHRVSTW
POHL. FREDERIKT ED.
SEVENTH GALAXY READERI ED. BY
Fo POHLo
DOUALEDAYT 1964o
BCDFGGPLFNRHRVSHSTlr,
POLATINT PHILLIP.
MARRIAGE IN THE MODERN WORLDI BY
P. POLATIN AND Eo C. PHILTINEo
LIPPINCOTTT
1956.
ADGPSK/
POLATINT PHTLL:lP.
WELL-ADJUSTED PERSONALITY PREVENTIVE PSYCHTATRY FOR EVERYOAY USET BY
P. POLATIN AND Ec C. PHILTINEo
LIPPINCOTTT

al O.4
P14?D
ala
P143G

S.S.

s.s.
1'73.1
P762M
I 31 .32
P76?

I taz.

633. B9s
P765R

BDGNRHSW
POLHAMUST LOREN GEORGE.
AND UTILIZATION.

B
P769P

POLKr

POLK - OIARY OF A
JAMES KNOXr PRESo U. Se
LONGMANST 1952r
PRESIDENTT,IE45-1849o
BDRVSW
STORY OF MY LIFEr
POLLAK-OTTENDORFT ELEANORE. ED.
WITH TEACHING AND STUDY HELPST BY HO A. KELLER
HOUGHTONT 1956.
CDNRHS
HENRY ATHT
POLLARD' ALBERT FREDERICKo
LONGMANST 1951 r
DFS
POLLARO. HARRYT JTo AUTHo
ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL
EOUATIONS'
AN ELEMENTARY TEXTBOOK FOR STUDENTS
OF MATHEMATICST ENGINEERINGT ANO THE SCIENCEST
HARPERT 1963o
BY M. TENENBAUM AND Ho POLLARD.

B
K29KP
6

H521P
VI I I
s17e3a
1?920

w'

33O c942
P172D
B
wa55P
9t5
P-118r
915
P7'74
324.-73
P77AP

w

RUBAER - BOTANYT PRODUCTIONT
INTERSCIENCEe 7962c

V
-

'

ECONOMfT
POLLARDT SIDNEY.
DEVELOPMENT OF THE BRITISH
1914-195O.
ARNOLDT 1962o
D
THOMAS WOLFE AT WASHINGTON
POLLOCKT THOMAS CLARKT EDo
SQUARET BY T. C. POLL9CK AND O. CARGILL.
N. Y. U.t
L954.
BDS
POLOr MARCO.
TRAVELS OF MARCO POLOr THE VENETIANT
TR. AND ED. BY W. MARSDENT RE-ED. BY T.
WRIGHT.
GARDEN CITYr
1948o
BCLFSTW
POLOI MARCO.
TRAVELS OF MARCO POLOT THE VENETIANT
REV. FROM MARSOENTS TRANSo AND ED. WITH
l93Or
LIVERIGHTT
INTROD. BY MANUEL KOMROFF.
B CDFGPNRVSTW
POLSBYT NELSON w.
PRESIDENTIAL ELECTTONST STRATEGY OF
BY N. W. POLSBY
AMERICAN ELECTORAL POLITICST
SCRIBNERI 1964.
AND A. B. WILDAVSKYT
BCDFLFNSTW
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PRESIDENTS 329.O1
M623R
324 o73
P4A4S

',iial= /
324.23
P78AN

U.

-

S.

ELECTION

MICHENERT JAMES ALBERT.
REPORT OF THE COUNTY
RANDOM, I961.
CHAIRMAN.
BCDFGLFNRVSTW
PETERSENT SVEND.
HTSTORY OF THE AMERTCAN
STATISTICAL
PRESIDENTIAL ELECTIONS.
UNGARI 1963'
DGW
ALSO REFERENCE

p o L S B y r N E L s o R? . t

bE.ErB=Nno,-,.-.rroNsr

s r R A r E G yo F

AMERICAN ELECTORAL POLITICST
BY N. W. POLSBY
AND A. B. WILDAVSKY.
SCRIBNERT 1964.
BCDFLFNSTW
POMPERT GERALD.
NOMINATING THE PRESIDENTI THE
POLITICS
OF CONVENTION CHOICE.
NORTHWESTERNT
I voJ.

324.73
R798H

W588M

BCDLFNSTW
ROSEBOOMT EUGENE HOLLOWAY.
HISTORY OF PRESTDENTTAL
ELECTIONS.
MACMILLANI 1957'
BCDFLFRVSTW
ALSO REFERENCE
WHITET

THEODOFE HAROLD.
MAKING OF THE PRESTDENTT
ATHENEUMT 196Ir
1960r
BCDFGGPLFNRHRVSHSTW
PRESIDENTS -

U.

S.

-

HISTORY -

353 . O32

aaa26

TOURTELLOTT ARTHUR BERNON.
PRESIDENTS
PRESIDENCY.
DOUBLEDAYT 1964'
BLFSW

353. O35
u305

U.

S.

SOURCES

ON THE

PRESIDENT.
STATE OF THE UNIONT HIGHLIGHTS OF
A M E R I C A N H I S T O R Y T M O M E N T O U SE V E N T S A N D
POLICIES IN THE POLITICALI
SOCIALT AND
MILITARY LIFE OF THE NATION AS REVEALED iN
THE STATE-OF-THE-UNION
AND WAR MESSAGES OF THE
PRESIDENTS _ GEORGE WASHINGTON TO
JOHN F. KENNEDYT SEI-OT AND ED' BY E' BOYKIN'
FUNKr 1963.
BTW
PRESSED GLASS

'744.2

REVIT

R4544

ALBERT CHRISTIAN.
FIGURE BOTTLES.

c

AMERICAN PRESSED GLASS AND
NELSONT 1964.

PRICE POLICY
JJO.6

M4a3C

MEANST GARDINER COIT.
CORPORATE REVOLUTION lN
A M E R I C A T E C O N O I V I I CR E A L I T Y V S . E C O N O M I C
THEORY. CROWELL,1962.
BDGSW
tsK I LES

R334. O973
c734

coMMoDrry

*-oo
" a o oB D"R* *V. S W

coMMoDITy

RESEARCH BUREAU.

PR I MROSES
GENDERS. ROY.
PRIMROSES AND POLYANTHUSI BY
R. GENDERS AND H. C. TAYLOR.
CRITERIONT
DS

9514P

388
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lTitle
324.73
P1'78P
8la
M21 9P
B
E35SMP
353. O32
T732P
613
RS I 3PA

323t4
B2A4P

s.s.
B
B3A6BP
332.67
KL2P2
JJP.q

c947P2
709.O1
FA4lp
759o1
L764P
OJ"

YJZ

G32str
M149p
a
B

5l o
U5AAP
59Ool2
s613p
574
34-l
D57Ap7
364
s966p6
JJU.

I

R488p
v266p
oar.50
o'724P

,,/

PRESIDENTIAL
PRESIDENTIAL

CatalogI

ELECTIONST BY N. W. POLSBY
BCDFLFNSTW
PAPERSI BY N' MAILER

c

PRESIDENTIS LADYT BY I ' STONE
BCDFGLFNRHRVSHSTW
PRESIDENTIS.ODYSSEYi BY A. M. SIV1ITH
BDGLFNSTW
PRESIDENTS ON THE PRESIDENCYT BY A' B'
BLFSW
PREVENTIVE MEDICINE AND PUBLIC HEALTHI
M. J. ROSENAU

TOURTELLOT
BY

ALSO FEFERENCE
BDLFTW
PRICE OF LIBERTYT BY A. BARTH
BCDFGPLFNSHTW
PRICE TAG FOR MURDER. BY S. DEANr PSEUD.
BCDFGLFRVSW
PRIDE OF FELONS. -- MYSTERY WRITERS OF AMERICA
BCDGGPLFRHSTW
BY S. DE BEAUVOIR
PRIME OF LIFE'
BCDLFNRVSTW
PRIMER FOR PROFIT IN THE STOCK MARKETI BY HO KAHN
BCDFLFNRHSTIr/
FOR OTHER EDITIONST SEE AUTHOR CATALOG.
PRIMER ON COI'IMUNISMTBY G' W' GRONYN
BDLFRVSHSW
FOR OTHER EDITIONSI
SEE AUTHOR CATALOG.
PTIIMlTIVE ART. BY D. FRASER
pRIMITIVE PAINTERS lN AMERICAT 175O-l95Or
BY J. H. LIPMANT EDT
OSW
PRIMROSES AND POLYANTHUSI BY R. GENDERS
DS
PRINCE. BY N. MACHIAVELLI
DFGPRHSW
FOR OTHER EDITIONST SEE AUTHOR CATALOG.
pRINCE CONSORTT POLITICAL
EIOGRAPHYT BY F. EYCK
DLFS
J' LYNX
PRINCE OF THIEVESI BY J'
BCDLFSW
2 \1O
PFIINCESS CASAMASSIMAI BY H' JAI4ES
P R I N C I P L E S A N D A P P L I C A T I O N S O F M A T H E I ' 4 A TI C S F O R
U. S.
DEPT. OF
C O M M U N I C A T I O N S - E L E C T R O N I C S .- THE ARMY.
BDSTUi
pRINCIPLES OF ANIMAL TAXONoMYT BY G. G. SIMPSON
DW
PRINCIPLES OF BIOLOGY' W. G. WHALEY
LFRVTW
pRINCIPLES OF BUSINESS LAtnr BY Eo R. DILLAVOU
DSW
FOR OTHER EDITIONST SEE AUTHOR CATALOG"
PRINCIPLES OF CRIMINOLOGY. BY E. H. SUTHERLAND
BDGSTW
p R I N C I P L E S O F P O L I T I C A L E C O N O M YA N D T A X A T I O N T B Y
D. RICARDO
BDW
PRINCIPLES OF PUNCHED CARD OATA PROCESSINGT
BY R. G. VAN NESS
BDW
DOSSAT
PRINCIPLES OF REFRIGERATIONI BY R' J'
w
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ReaderServicesAspectsof Book Catalogs.
Ine Hannrs, Graduate Student
Rutgers UniuersitY
New Rrunswick, N. J.
Introduction
T IBRARY CATALOGS, despite the rash inferences of some of their
I r critics, have the fundamental purpose of aiding the user. Since all
the efforts that go into the production of library catalogshave serving the
reader as an end purpose, the title of this investigation may appear to
seek for artificial separations within the topic. However, if we look at the
literature on the subject of the current revival of book catalogs,what do
we find? We find articles which (r) explain the technological and historical factors of this revival; (e) tell how book catalogs are made; (3)
discusscosts; (4) treat advantages and disadvantagesof book catalogs, in
comparison to card catalogs.Some writings cover more than one of these
asPects,and some include discussion of book catalog use, such as, for example, those which do cover the pros and cons. But very few articles
treat only book catalog use.
Reader servicesaspectsof book catalogs ought to include information
on how book catalogs are used; in what ways catalog use is facilitated by
having it in book form; how the user likes it; what, in terms of use, the
book catalog does that is difierent; what changesin the patterns of library
service the book catalog is likely to encourage.
Unfortunately, the literature does not yet answer these kinds of questions very extensively. Most of the cookbook and testimonial categories
of writing at the present time cover either How-to-make or How-I-made
my book catalog, although there are examples of testimonials purported
to represent the sentiments of both readers and staff concerning use
preference.
The book catalog revival is recent, and most of the material which
referred to readers' service at all was found in the 1963 compilation by
Robert E. Kingery and Maurice F. Tauber, Booh Catalogs. This is not
accidental, for the articles included here were assembled on request of
an ALA committee on book catalogs, and (despite some duplication of
content) original contributions were solicited to fill in some gaps. Happily, the "use" gap was one so recognized, and while the resulting contribution has major faults, it could not be expected to do the whole job.
Basically, the compilation is a good one, for it snares articles of value
that have appeared in recent years, and attempts a comprehensive
coverage.
* Paper prepared for a Seminar in Technical
School of Library Service, Spring 1964.
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SomeSpecificArticles Which Dis.cuss
(Jse
No attempt is made to impose any consistencyon the varied coverage
^
oj
topic here represented] nor is an attempi made to indicate whit
4.
else is covered in the articles chosen. These ui. ,rot the only selections
which
_speakof use, although few others were found which dbvoted substantial attention to it. In order of their appearance the selections might
be designated as follows: An article on scir^olarlyuse, in broad terms; a
pro-and-con article; two endorsements; a case study; an article which
identifies trends; and, finally, a brief comment on an informal talk.
shera, JesseH. "The Book catalog and rhe scholar-A Reexamination
of an OId Partnership." Library F-erorrrrr,6 Technical Sert,ices,6::roz16, Summer, rg6e.
Throughout the rise and getring-out-of-hand of the card catalog, the
scholar has never been happy with-, nor used extensively, a catalSg on
cards; whereas becauseof his long familiarity with bibliographies in 6ook
form, the book catalog
'looks good
like a bibliography should.' whether in alphabetical or classified
form,
bookcatalog spreids' its contents before the uier with a transparenr
-the
and obvious efficiency that a ttay of cards can never achieve. one cannot scan
a bank oI cards,in which each is given equal emphasisand none contributes
to the difierentiation betweenwoodsand trees.
He adds that the scholar does nor appreciate fine bibliographic detail,
but likes his citations the way he is usid to seeing them ehJwhere: simple
and uncluttered.
Shera notes that in all other excepting library applications,
the card symbolizesthat which is transitory,impermanent,subject to consrant
arteration and change . . librarians have entiusted. to one of the most impermanent of record forms their one and only inventory of the totalitv of the
bibliographic store.
Yet he finds scholarship dependenr on the archival function of libraries,
and in this senseseesa conflict between the form and intent of recording.
In the remainder of the article, he discussesthe advantages and diiadvantages attributed to the two forms, and observesthat the electronic
devices which now facilitate publication may eventually assume catalog
functions themselves. AII of this he seesin the large cont'ext of improvin[
bibliographic control of the scholar's materials. He does characteiize the
scholar's_bibliographic world, into which the book catalog has been introduced, and on the basis of this characterization presumeJthat the book
catalog will be a more attractive, a more compatible, device to the
scholar than the card catalog has been.
Agnes N. "Card Catalogs Versus Printed Book Catalogs and the
Jpt",
Catalog User." In Tauber, Mauiice, and Kingery, Robert, eds.booh Cata/ogs. Scarecrow, r963. p. 55-68.
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In examining the feasibility of substituting book catalogs for card
catalogs,
their format, in the light of the use to be made of them, the number of copies
necessaryand their location for easy consultation, the volume and kinds of
useto be providedfor, are all pertinent considerations.
In efiect, says Miss Tysse, we have ample evidence that catalogs can be
published, and experience in doing so, yet
Whether a printed book catalog can successfullyreplace the public dictionary
catalogin a large library is not so easyto determine,and about such a substitution there are many misgivings on the part of users depending upon its completeness
and up-to-dateness.
The author seesthese advantages of book catalogs for the library user
(parenthesesenclose my quick interpretations): Mobility (you can take
it with you); Multiple copies (it's everywhere); Visual superiority (many
entries can be seen simultaneously); Suitability for photocopying (for
bibliography-compilation); Physical easeof access(whole drawers of cards
in one manageable volume); A clue to scholarly resources in other libraries (if distributed widely); A key to area resourcesin library systems.
Few of the disadvantagesshe lists have meaning for the zser, although
this is what she initially set out to list. She speaksof the expense and difficulty of publishing, the difficulty of making changes, and the book's
susceptibility to wear, mutilation, and theft. (On the last point she admits
that cards can be stolen, too). The question of wear, plus some of the
other drawbacks she mentions, seem to be related to a concept of the
book catalog in few or even single copy form, as one might own a file of
the National Union Catalog. She wonders, for example, about mobilitywhat will everyone else use while one patron is making a photocopy, or is
off in the stacks with it? Only two disadvantages remain as logically supportable, in this listing, from the user's view: Obsolescenceand the need
for checking several alphabets.
Miss Tysse devotes a good deal of discussion to the physical vulnerability of book forms, introducing some figures on heavy book use, but
makes no reference to Wilson indexes or telephone books in this regard.

rgzr Finding List in book form has never taken the place of the card

were only rylo of. the total.
Volume 8, Number 4, FaIl t964
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calculations on the possible substitution of a printed book catarog
for a card catalog, in terms of present levels of use, are inconclusive; shi
suggeststhat multiple copies of a printed catalog "would facilitate use
and relieve some of the present pressure on the central catalog.', And
that perhaps only the subject part of the catalog should be presented in
book form. IIer conclusions are:

One has the feeling that the conclusion may well be a rrue one; yet
this article provided no real support for it.
Hewitson, Theodore. "The Book Catalog of The Los Angeles County
Public Library: rts Function and use." Library Resources-b rechnicil
Seruices,4: z z8-z32.Summer, r 96o.
A description of the operation of the Los Angeles County catalog, including some testimony in regard to use. This is by an avowed partisan:

ing and assignment.
As an index to the system-widecollection he seessavings in time for locating materials outside the immediate branch.
Of reader preferences, he states that not onlv the branch librarians
but patrons as well are enthusiastic.
They find the bound volumeseasierto use than cardsand what is availableon
a given subjectcan be seenat a glance; the separatevolumesserveas indexes
and may be carrieddirectly to the shelves.
Some of the other alleged virtues have to do with the divided form of
the book catalog, which seemsto be a characteristic at least partly related
to the book form in this description. At least, some uses apparently are
furthered by the combination of these two features:

This article was refreshing for its honest admission of enthusiasm, yet
the extent of staff and public enthusiasm must be taken largely on faith.

'
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Geller, William Spence. "Duplicate Catalogs in Regional and Public
Library Systems."Library Quarterly, Z4:b7-6j. January 1964.
While historical background and administrative concerns involved in
the development of the Los Angeles County Library catalogs are certainly related to reader services,only a few portions of this article treat
servicesdirectly.
The Los AngelesCounty Library has come to regard the printed book catalog
as an active,positive'salesman'for its services,an effective'displaywindow' for
its merchandise,and as an instrument by which it has been able to improve
professionalservicesto the public. Experiencehas been that the printed book
catalog is attractive psychologicallyto the public, that it is easy, simple, and
convenientto use.
Mr. Geller cites appreciation on the part of the public for the readinglevel guides in the Children's Catalog; for the subject division, which
'instant'
serves as an
bibliography, and for the annotations, "which save
time for both pamons and stafi and provide valuable insights into the
contents of the collection."
He claims that there are direct, tangible benefits from the printed book
catalog which are not possible with the card catalog; yet in spite of these
benefits, "The biggest single problem encountered with the use of the
printed book catalog was acceptance." He offers a number of plausible
explanations for this, but concludes that both stafi and patrons became
converted, as "the superior qualities of the printed catalog became apPar." Whether this is an indication of brainwashing, or
ent with use.
whether the staff in Los Angeles are less hidebound than the stafi at
Library of Congress,
It is of interest to note that the stafi of the Central Headquartershas both the
the staff uses
system'sunion card catalog and the printed book catalog .
the printed catalogasa matter of preference.
In conclusion, he testifies that their printed catalog, a child of necessity, ". . . has been an instrument for growth and a vehicle for improved
public service,which is, after all, our reason for being."
How much of this is romanticized speculation? Certainly if staff and
patrons do actively like a book catalog, we ought to know about it. Yet
can we rely on this kind of reporting?
Richmond, Phyllis A. "A Short Title Catalog Made With IBM Tabulating Equipment." Library Resources b Technical Seruices,T:8r-go. Winter, 1963.
This is a case study. The University of Rochester's newborn departmental libraries in scienceand engineering were given temporary author
files while their card catalogswere being made.
The lack of a catalogwas a severehandicap to the librarians.The faculty and
studentssurvived fairly well, probably becauseneither group really knows how
to make efiective use of a catalog. In fact, the faculty in each library were so
Volume S,Number 4,FaIl t954
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used to getting along without a catalog that when one was finally completed,
they did not use it. . . . Since the faculty did not come to the catalog,it seemed
logical to devisesomeway of taking the catalogto the faculty.
And, since duplicate orders were a major problem,
it was decided to make a short title printed catalog from standard 8o column
IBM cards and give a copy to each faculty member to keep in his office. The
punched card form was chosen because,in the long run, this could be more
readily updated.
Other uses made of this printed catalog included letting all departmental personnel, especially those having responsibility for book selection, know what other departments had without going to the main union catalog. This was seen as helpful in intralibrary Ioans becauseit cut
down on the'do you have-'step.
This printed catalog was possible because the University already had
both a computing and a tabulating center, and because collections
were new. The remainder of the article provides the technical details of
the operation. Mrs. Richmond concludes with an account of the results:
The ordering of books already in the library has practically ceased.Books not
in the library are rarely assignedfor reservereading. The faculty in the libraries
which do not yet have printed catalogsare asking when they will have them.
Interlibrary loans to the industrial researchlibraries have increased.There is a
widespread demand for a list of scientific periodicals in the whole library
system,which can be satisfied,complete with holdings for each library, when
the project of making short title catalogsis finished.
This was a straightforward, factual account of one particular instance
of the use of a printed book catalog. No claims were made for its superiority not supported by the evidence given; it is not presented as the only
possible solution to the problem; no generalizations are advanced by the
author about possible applications in other libraries.
Brown, Margaret C. "Is The Card Catalog Obsolete?" Pennsylaania
Library AssociationBulletin, r8: ro-r3. February, r96g.
A carefully-reasoned approach, in which the card catalog is not ordered out into the snow. Its virtues are accorded full respect, yet the question is asked
. . . whether the card catalog will serveas well in the next half century or even
in the next decade. The catalog is one of the means-the principal one, it
should not be forgotten-of making available to readers the resourcesof a
library. As readers' requirements change, so service patterns change, and so
perhapscatalogsshould change.
She cites theseexamples of changing conceptsof service:
Growing acceptanceof the idea that a given library's serviceto its community
requires accessto reso,urces
outside its own immediate jurisdiction;
library cooperation, an old story to librarians,
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is no longer a new concept to our readers.The increasein requestsfor interlibrary loans and the up-surgein the non-resident'suse of libraries of all kinds
reflect the reader's changing views toward the availability of lilrary materials.
He recognizesthat no single library may have everything he wants, and in his
search for what he needs, he is unhampered by any concern for political or
campusboundaries.
Miss Brown cites the increase in quantity of published material as a reason to expect increased pressures for cooperative buying. In presenting
these two developments, that is, the need for regional library service and
the need for specialization-of-fields,she seeksto identify the ways in which
the form of library catalogs may be afiected: "The card catalog can only
be consulted in one place and a given entry can only be consulted by one
person at a time."
Duplication is difficult, and congestion at the catalog has resulted in
ranch-style card caseswhich not all libraries have the floorspace to adopt.
Becauseof the development of new techniques,
It now seemslikely that book catalogscould be produced which would provide
tfre sameinformation as the card catalogsand also have one additional feature,
namely,easyaccessibilityby readersat widely scatreredgeographicalpoints.
This is economically feasible today and is likely to become more so in the
future, yet
The suggestionthat some catalogsmight be produced better in book form than
housedin a catalogcabinet is not made in the interestsof economy.It is necessaryto statethis, sinceany suggestionmade by a catalogeris suspected,
especially
by re{erencelibrarians,of being motivated solely by reasonsof economy.Better
serwice,measured in terms of improved catalogs and easier access.to library
collectionsthrough thesecatalogs,is the consideration.
This article is an analysis of trends in patterns of library service which
would logically appear to require a change in present forms of area
bibliographic control. Applied to the library system in Pennsylvanina,
and considering some factors and alternatives not recounted here, there
is also general applicability for the use of book catalogs in other American public libraries, which is recognized by the author. FIer presentation
is distinguished by an insight into the changing conditions of service,'and
an awarenessof what might be termed the historic appropdateness of the
development of book catalogs at the present time. Miss Brown shuns
enthusiastic endorsement, yet manages through a kind of clarity of vision
to convey a senseof indisputable rightness to her conclusions.
Brown, Margaret C. Talk to Rutgers Library School students at the North
EastRegionalLibrary,FreeLibraryofPhiladelphia,Aprilz4,ry64.
Miss Brown discussedthe use of book catalogs in general, and their
use by the Philadelphia Library in particular. She noted that despite
all the writing on the topic, there is not much in the literature about zse,
about the reactions of staff and readers.
Volume 8, Number 4, FaII t964
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She is convinced that the book catalog is more expensive than the old
system,but she asks: what is the cost of, how do you measure the cost of
service?
Essentially there is a commitment here to provide a new level of serv.
ice, and with this commitment established, she feels that we should stop
merelycounting costsand work actively to cut these costswe have already
decided to meet.
Concluding Comment
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The ComputerizedCatalog'Possible,
?.
Desirable
Feasible,
\.,ly'ssrsvSrltouroN, Associate Prof essor
Library School,Uniuersity of Minnesota, Minneapolis

many library situations.
Of the several possible methods for producing a book catalog, the
most revolutionary bne is production by a computer. The product, being
basically similar to other 6ooks catalogs, is reasonably familiar to librar-

identified.

Having, then, analyzed present procedures and considered desired
* Paper presented at the program meeting of the Cataloging and Classification
Section of RTSD, July r, 1964, in St. Louis.
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products, it remains to analyze the machine's capabilities and operations,
to answer the questions: Can the machine do the job as it is planned? If
not, are there alternative ways of achieving the desired results? Or, should
the job be re-planned? (The question of relative cost is of course of basic
importance, but will not be discusseddirectly here.)
In considering the present goals and procedures of cataloging as rhey
are reflected in the card catalog, we may identify rhree broad areasof relevance to our topic:
r. Descriptive cataloging, including entry
z. Subject control, through subject headings
3. Filing
Descriptiue Cataloging
With regard to descriptive cataloging, three goals may be discerned:
r. To provide a description of the physical object
z. To provide one or more "entries" or "access points", with a
full description of the work at each point
"explain"
To
the reason for each entry, that is, to show why
3.
it has been made
The techniques for achieving these goals are essentially identified in the
American Library Association Cataloging Rules for Author and Title
Entries and in the Library of CongressRules f or Descriptiae Catatoging.
Looking first at our techniques for description of the physical object,
the objectives of descriptive cataloging are, in the familiir words of the
LC Rules "(r) to state the significant features of an item with the purpose of distinguishing it from other items and describing its scope, contents -and bibliographic relation ro other items and (z) to present these
data in an entry which can be integrated with the entries for other items
in the catalog and which will resp6nd best to the interests of most users
of the catalog." To accomplish these objectives, we organize the description into three major parts:
r. The "body of the entry", consisting of the title, the subtitle, if
any, the author statement (in some instances), the edition
statement, it any, and the imprint
z. The "collation"
3. "Notes", used as necessary
We employ a format utilizing senrencesand paragraphs, working under
basic but not unanimous agreement as to what information should be
placed where, and in how much detail. Application of the rules involves
examination of the title-page and other parts of the item being cataloged
and organizing the derived description into the parts noted above. In
passing it may be noted that the tendency to place title-page information
in the body of the entry persists,although such a procedure is much less
mandatory than under earlier rules.
The Rules for Entry provide guidance in determining the various
'
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entries (other than subject headings) for a work and in selecting one of
these as the so-called"main entry." In most instances,an attempt is made
to select a person or a corporate body as the main entry and the person or
group so selectedis considered to be the "author" of the work. The main
entry is frequently, though not alwavs properly, referred to as the "most
important" entry for the work. Hopefully, the rules provide sufficient
guidance that the same main entry will be selectedby all persons cataloging the work, so that listing in union catalogs and other single-entry bibliographic tools will be consistent, recognizing, of course, that complete
unanimity for all titles cataloged is unlikely.
In applying the rules, the cataloger first considers the physical object,
noting what information is given on the title-page, where it appears, and
with what degree of typographic prominence. He may also take account
of other information found in the work, occasionally even information
found outside the work. He then applies the "logic" of the rules to determine the "main" and "added" entries to be made, seeking always to
anticipate the "user's" approach and convenience as much as possible.
However, the "logic" (at least the logic of "authorship" and "main entry") sometimes conflicts with the assumed,stated, or demonstrated convenience of the user. Thus, for maps, it is frequently asserted that area or
subject is a more important entry than the author entry; the recent
Standard for Descriptiae Cataloging of Goaernment Scientific and Technicnl Reporfs, prepared by the Committee on Scientific Information of
the Federal Council for Science and Technology, calls for main entry
under corporate body for all reports, even if personal authors are identified; for laws, we reject the authorship principle, making entry under
an arbitrary "form" heading instead of under the legislative body responsible for them. To an extent, but not completely, the "added entries"
solve the problems raised in these and other situations.
Why, then, do we establish a "main entry" for each item cataloged?
What are the functions of the main entry? At least five reasons or functions may be discerned. First, in most instances we feel the necessityof
assigning primary responsibility to some person or corporate group, that
is, of establishing the "author" of the work, on the assumption that selection for purchase or use may be influenced by this assignment of responsibility. Second, in single-entry listings, the main entry represents the only
accesspoint. Third, hopefully, we establish an "authority" for subsequent
bibliographic references to the item. The fourth and fifth functions are
more practical than theoretical: the main entry provides a convenient
device for sub-arrangement of items under a given added entry and for
locating all the entries for a given item in the catalog.
As a part of the authorship principle, the rules also provide that all
of the works of a single author, either personal or corporate, shall be assembled at one point in the catalog. This collocation is achieved by adhering to the use of a single, un-varying form of the author's name, which
must difier in some respect from any other similar names in the catalog.
The third goal of descriptive cataloging, explanation of the relationVolume 8, Number 4, FaII r964
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ship of a heading to the item described, may be explicit, as in the caseof
editors, translators, and second authors, all carefully identified in the
heading; it may be implicit, as in the caseof main entry, where the format
of the card identifies the entry as the author: or it may be tacit, that is,
not shown directly and determined only by a reading of the card.
Subject Headings
In selecting the headings by which we provide subject accessto our
collections, we attempt to select a single word or phrase, usually from
an "authority" or "standard" list, which encompassesthe "specific" contents of the item being cataloged. The term or phrase, however, must be
capable of being used for more than one item in the collection. We attempt to minimize the user's difficulties in several ways: by following the
Practice of specific entry consistently, by "pre-coordinating" terms to form
concepts,e.9., "Classification-Music", and by a straight alphabetic filing
of multi-word headings. The structure and punctuation of multi-word
headings vary considerably, again in response to supposed user convenience, as we utilize adjectival phrases, inverted adjectival phrases,
prepositional phrases, inverted prepositional phrases, and subdivided
headings. No attempt is made to limit the length of the heading. In practice, we frequently find it necessaryto use more than one heading for an
item, either because it treats of more than one subject (the subjects not
being subordinate to a single more generic term) or because no "existing"
heading (existing, that is, in our authority list) covers the concept.
Filing
The various entries for the cataloged item are then arranged in either
a single or a divided file (the latter usually in no more than two sections),
with a growing tendency toward "straight alphabetic" filing arrangement
insofar as possible. The "filing medium," that is, the part of the card
which must be considered in filing, may consist of one, two, or three parts.
In the case of main entries, the entry itself must be filed; unless it is the
title of the work or representsthe only entry for the "author" in the catalog, sub-arrangement by title (the second part) will be necessary.In the
case of added entries, the third part may be added to the filing medium,
with necessaryconsideration being given in some instances to the added
entry, the main entry, and the title. Practice varies both between libraries
and within a single library on the point of regarding the main entry in
the filing of added entries; that is, filing of added entries may be either
direct to the title or indirect through the main entry. Subject entries are
sub-arranged either by the main entry or by the date.
Computer T echni qu,es and Capacities
A computer has been defined as "a device capable of accepting information, applying prescribed processesto the information and supplying
the results of these processes".lFor present purposes; its functions may be
r U- S. Bureau of the Budget. Automatic Data Processing Glossary. 196z. p, rr.
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may be identified as reading (that is, accepting information), computing
and sorting (that is, applying prescribed processes)and printina (that is,
supplying the results). As applied to the cataloging process,we may say
that the computer can
r. reproduce information with, if desired, either the addition of
designated new information or the deletion of designated
parts of the original information
2. sort, that is, file information at designatedpoints
3. print the results.
How do these abilities relate to the establishedgoals and procedures of
cataloging? Our techniques have for the mosr part worked well in our
established technology of a catalog made up of cards produced by the
typewriter (or some substitute therefor), but even in the past our goals
and procedures have not been accepted without question. For the most
part, the implications of these questions could not be thoroughly explored
becauseof the limitations of the existing technology. At the least, rhe computer provides a chance for experiments with new formats and new methods of display for our bibliographic record, and makes it necessaryto reexamine our goals and procedures.
Questions Re gardin g D escrip tia e Catalogin g
With regard to our present procedures of descriptive cataloging, there
are three basic questions. First, do we organize the information in the
most effective manner? Are there situations in which material from the
title-page, traditionally placed in the body of the entry, might more effectively be presented in "note" form? Second, clo we need the same
amount of information at each entry? Third, is the author statement as
necessaryas we have assumed?Further, might it be more effectively presented in note form?
Questions Regarding Entry
With regard to present procedures relating to rules of entry (other
than subject headings), again, three basic questions may be raised. First,
is it necessary,assuming multiple entry points for a work, to establish a
single entry as the "main entry"; may we not, instead, think in terms
simply of "entries" rather than "main and added entries" for a work?
This question relates to our conception of the basic function of the catalog-is it primarily a finding list or- does it seek to go further and become, so to speak, an authority list, determining the "author" for each
work listed? Second,is it necessaryalwavs to explain the reason for an entry?
tlndoubtedly, we must do so in casessuch as editors and translators, so
that we do not presenr.a misleading entry, but can we logically explain
our present practice of using the term "joint author" on only one of the
two entries for a work of joint authorship? Third, is it essential ro assemble at one point and identify as such the works of a single author? If no
attempt were made to distinguish the various Smith's in our catalog, it
Volume 8, Number 4, Fall t964
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would be easier to locate "Smith's Principles of Chemistry" than it is at
present. Are there individual libraries or library situations in which,the
need for assembling the works of a single individual is so slight as,to'lead
us to prefer the suggestedalternative?
Questions Regarding Subject H eadings
With regard to subject heading practice, two basic questions may be
identified. First, do we provide a sufficient number of headings for an
item? (Certainly we provide far fewer on the average than are being used
in indexing the technical report literature.) Second, should subject headings describe the contents of the item, as at present, or should they merely
indicate the contents? That is, should we continue to use our pre-coordinated phrases as necessary,as opposed to the currently fashionable postcoordinated "descriptors" so widely used for indexing report literature?
Although both of these questions are of fundamental importance in our
procedures of bibliographic control, they are not as crucial to the format
of the catalog as the others being discussedhere and they will not be considered further.
Questions Regarding Filing
With regard to filing techniques, three questions may be asked: First,
how far can and should the practice of straight alphabetic filing be applied? Second, in sub-arranging under our present added entries, is it
more useful to file by the main entry or by the title of the work? Third,
in sub-arranging under a subject heading, which pattern is more useful:
sub-arrangement by main entry or by date of the item?
T he Computerized Catalog
Figure r illustrates a possible new pattern for a computerized catalog,
as compared with present practice. The entries on the left reflect our present practices, with full entries under the first author, the second author,
and the subject entry, the latter rwo entries being duplicates of the first
with the addition of the added enrry heading. Assuming a printed catalog which stressesbrief name entries for easeof scanning and arranges its
subject entries in order of cataloging, on the assumption that subject entries are created for browsing, rather than locating a particular item, we
might have a catalog with entries like those on the right. Here, instead of
a main and an added entry for the two authors, we have simply two entries, each indicating only the entry, the title, the edition and the imprint.
We have taken advantage of the computer's ability to reaffange, to add,
to subtract data. We have given very brief information under the name
entries, on the assumption that the user looking under a name is looking
for a single work, or all of the works with which an individual is identi
fied, and not for full bibliographic information concerning those items.
We have given fuller information under the subject entries to aid the
user in selecting from among the several works on this subject in our
library.
'
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Fig. r
Th" filing problem remains, however, and it may prove to be the
single element of the process which will make the application of computers to cataloging most difficult. There are two major problems here.
First, a computer can handle readily only straight alphabetic filing (not
to mention the difficulties introduced by punctuarion). Second, the
length of the filing medium creates certain piactical problems. With regard to the first problem, the findings of the.detailed study mad.e of the
feasibility of programming the ALA filing rules for computer filing in
connection with the University of Illinois Chicago Undergraduare Division Library project on mechanization of library processes are of
tnterest:
"r. A complex coding systemmust be developed so that the various
data which constitute an entry can be recognizedand manipulated by a computer.
z. Codes from this systemmust be assignedmanually by a librarian and translated to a specially designed coding form before
the input data for a data pro.Eessing
system could be created.
large
and comprehensive tables must be developed and
3. Quite
Volume S,Number 4,FalI t964
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be accessibleto the computer during the running of the program. Such tables do not now exist."l
In the Iight of these findings, rhe following recommendation was made:
"It is felt that most nuances of library filing rules, no matter how worthy
their original reason for existence, are largely lost not only upon most
patrons but also upon most librarians. If library cataloging is to be economically assistedby computers and automation, the filing rules should
be simplified. Ideally, the arrangement should be straight alphabetical
letter by letter to the end of the word, i.e., follow a typical sorr routine already available for computers."2

well over one hundred characters. Sorting of this magnitude is costly,
and, as a result, some of the presently operational systemsutilizing computers have employed numerical codes to represent names or subject
headings, to effect more economical filing.
A dmin istra tia e Qu cst i o n s
Although the purpose of this paper has been primarily to explore the
technical questions relating to a computer-produced book catalog, there
are two closely related administrative considerations which should be discussedbriefly. First, it is a commonplace in enlightened library theory, if
not practice, at least as reflected in our literature, that work once done
should not be repeated. This assertion is made most frequently with relation to bibliographic verificarion work in the acquisition and cataloging
departments. The introduction of any sort of mechanization in the library will emphasize this position even more, since it is a basic tenet of
machine operations that data be recorded only once in the total system.
Strict application of this idea to bibliographic processing would call for
initiating the bibliographic record of an item when it is ordered, in as
close to complete form as possible, the record to be changed or supplemented as necessarylater. In the last analysis, the question arises: Can
we catalog a booh zuhenwe order it? Obviously not, in many cases.But if
we are ordering from a Library of Congress proofsheet and we ordinarily
follow LC practices in our cataloging, perhaps we can. The advantage of
such a procedure would be that both acquisition records and catalog
records might be produced from a single typing. In any case, ir would
seem that we may soon be able to consider a system in which we change
a An Inuesti.gatton into the Application of Data Processing to Library Filing Rules.
A joint endeavor by the University of Illinois Library, Chicago Undergraduate Division, Navy Pier, Chicago, Illinois, and the Burroughs Corporation. 1962. p. 2.
z lbid., p. B.
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and add to a basic record as an item moves through the processing cycle,
rather than one in which we create separate,partiilly duplicative, iecords
at difierent stagesin the cycle.

know very little of what goes on under the hood, so the cataloger in a

Summary
A computer-produced book catalog is certainly possible; its format
may or may not be much different from that of our present card and book
catalogs,depending mostly on our own preferencesin the matter. A computer-produced book catalog is desirable to the exrent that any book
catalog is desirable; if the filing problem can be solved, eliminating possible human errors in filing, it becomeseven more desirable. "Feasibility"
remains a question, at least if we include the question of cost. Book catalogs are being produced by computers today, but for the most part in relatively small, technical libraries with ready accessro a compurer. There is
great need for experimentation, with close attention to cost, both of present and proposed methods, in a wide variety of types and sizesof libraries,
before the question of feasibility can be answered. In this period of experimentation, the precepts, patterns, and products of the past must be
carefully scrutinized, and only those of firmly established and continuing
validity and utility permitted to influence our judgment of feasibility.
l Fasana, Paul. "Automating
Cataloging Functions
Li,brary Resources & Technical Seruices,7:35e.Fall 1963.

COMMENDABLE

in

Conventional

Libraries."

PRACTICE

The University of Oklahoma Press has announced that henceforth each of
its books will carry, either on the copyright page or in its colophon, the life
expectancy of the paper used in the book.
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AnotherView on Allocation
Fnrp W. IIeNrs, Director of Libraries
Indiana State College, Terre Haute
ARRY BACH'S VIEWS on allocation of library funds in academic
libraries, as opposed to complete library control, expressed in his
recent article, "Why Allocate,"* seemsso ingenuous as to require rebuttal.
He apparently sees two mutually exclusive alternatives; namely, complete control by the faculty or complete control by the library, and never
the twain shall meet. This is an oversimplification of a problem so complex that it does not respond to such facile compartmentalization. Would
that it were as simple as he makes it appear.
It is not difficult to agree with Mr. Bach's first statement, "Most academic librarians will no doubt agree with Lyle's statement that the book
fund is one of the most important items in the library budget." It becomes more difficult when he continues, "Fewer academic librarians, however, are likely to agree with the view that in their handling of the book
budget, college and university librarians for the most part have not been
living up to their responsibilities." On the contrary, considering the magnitude of the task of supporting the great variety of areas of study, research, and scholarship represented by today's academic institutions, an
unbiased view might well be that they have done a superb job in developing collections of outstanding richness and fertility.
In quoting figures from studies by Muller, Ellsworth, Lyle, and Richards showing little change in percentages of libraries allocating funds
and not allocating funds, Bach draws the following totally unwarranted
conclusion: "From these figures it can clearly be seen that essentially
there have been no significant changes among academic libraries over the
last twenty to thirty years in their manner of handling their book funds."
As most academic library administrators know, there is infinite flexibility
in the method of allocating funds, the degree to which they are allocated,
and the control which is exercisedover the use of such allocations. ft is in
these matters that the administrator demonstrates the subtlety of his
understanding of the academic needs to be served, his ability to harness
library stafi and faculty into a smoothly pulling team which utilizes the
sftengths of both, and denies the possibility of autocratic control on the
part of either library stafi or faculty. This is an atea of constant evaluation and change.
Is it true, as Bach says,"The librarian who favors faculty responsibility for the development of the book collection must by implication favor
non-allocation and the librarian who favors library responsibility for the
development of the book collection must by implication favor allocation"? And if true, is it significant? The problem is not so simple. Alloca* Bach,Harry."Why Allocate?"
ZRTS,8:16r-165.
Spring1964.
.
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tion or non-allocation do not represent, or at least should not represent, the
sine qua non of the academic librarian's philosophy in regard to collection
building. We are not engaged in internecine warfare in which librarians
and faculties vaunt their superior capacities,defend the citadel of library
book funds, and storm the professional towers of the opposition. We are
rather engaged in a common efiort to achieve a common goal: namely, to
implement the educational purposesof the institution by the most effective
and efficient means. To do this we must utilize every resource at our
command, and certainly we cannot afiord to ignore the superb reservoirs
of knowledge and skill represented by the highly trained specialists of the
college and university faculty. Taking a strong position on allocarion or
non-allocation immediately blinds the librarian to the realities of what is
always essentially a local situation.
Academic institutions are infinitely complex; difier radically in their
purposes; have developed historically in patrerns unique and peculiar to
themselves; possessfaculties of varying tempers, backgrounds and abilities; are administered in an endless variety of ways; and are served by
libraries good and bad, well financed and poorly financed, mammoth
to miniscule in both their collections and operations. And libraries are
administered by librarians learned and ignorant, trained and untrained,
rigid and flexible, autocratic and democratic. To assume that blind adherence to a single administrative pattern will produce a uniform, highquality result is nonsense.It is to assume that regardlessof varying conditions, librarians can take refuge in a formula; and it is a denial of the
obvious fact that great libraries have been built under both systems.
It is difficult not to carp at several of Bach's bland and unsubstantiated
assertions.For example, he says, "Librarians are much more likely than
faculty to engage in systematic, thorough, and impartial book selection.
Librarians have at their disposal both a greater variety of selection tools
and more time. Something is wrong if they don't." As to system and
thoroughness, this is a debatable claim, not easily susceptible to proof.
As to impartiality, who has ever said that selection should be impartial?
The East Asian expert, the biochemist, and the Renaissancescholar excel
because of tlreir partiality, and they often help build not good,but great
collections because of their fervor. On what basis can the librarian, exercising complete control of selection, tell the psychologist that he does
not need the Journal of Experimental Psychology,or that he should have
Psychosomatic Medicine? How much better to grant that the specialist
knows what is taught in his courses; that he is intimately connected with
curriculum development with a consequent insight into library needs;
that as a dfuector of research he is interested in meeting research needs;
and that he is a competent subject specialist whose expert knowledge of
his field exceeds that of the librarian: even of those who would have the
temerity to suggest that they can meet the whole corps of experts on
their own ground. When Bach suggests that librarians have at their disposal both a greater variety of selection tools and more time, it is timely
to suggest that faculty members should have at their disposal t}ne same
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selection tools, and full accessto them, (and in Mr. Bach's words, "Something is wrong if they don't"); and as to time, many librarians would
agree that teaching faculty commonly have as much or more of that than
the hard-working academic librarian.
Is it not possible to have the best of both worlds? To allocate to the
departments of the institution, by whatever reasonable formula, a portion
of the library's funds, and then demand and expect that in order to build
good support for instruction and closely oriented research collections, the
departments will analyze library collections in cooperation with library
staff, and from their specialists' recommendations purchase both wisely
and well? This does not deny the possibility of retaining under library
control funds for developmental purposes, or indeed some degree of control over all expenditures. Library funds can be used for purchase of materials of general interest, items not purchased from departmental allocations but considered essential by the library staff; major sets, backfiles,
etc., required to support rapidly developing areas; or simply additional
financial support for departments at the discretion of the librarian, who
should be in close touch with departmental needs and consequently
in a position to make accurate judgments.
In quoting a variety of authorities, Bach charges that allocation requires an excessiveamount of red tape and bookkeeping; that allocations tend to remain fixed for too long a period in disregard of changesin
the curriculum; and that allocation leads to waste, with some departments having too much money and some with too little. As to red tape
and bookkeeping, it is reasonable to assume that a library should know
the degree of financial support given the respective departments of instruction regardless of its fund distribution and book selection system;
that if allocations remain fixed in disregard of changes in curriculum,
this is an abuse of the allocation system-not a flaw; and that it is a
simple matter to help spend the money of departments with too much,
and provide additional support for those with too little. If unwise, lastminute spending is the rule, this can be prevented by setting a series of
deadlines, by which time specified percentages of departmental allocations must. be encumbered or they revert to the library general fund. This
encourages assessmentof collections and development of desiderata lists
by departments; spreads the ordering and consequent work load of the
Acquisitions Department throughout the year; provides a reasonable
basis on which to reduce allocations for departments which do not effectively use funds provided; and with funds reverting to the library
general fund throughout the year, allows ample time for careful and discriminating selection by library stafi.
In the last analysis, however, the key to collection building does not
lie in a partisan approach to allocation versus non-allocation. The key is
sound appraisal of the specific institution, its traditions, organization,
needs, stage of development, and a complex of other factors; and from
this appraisal developing a system which produces results within the
lramework of the facts. By their fruils ye shall know them!

'
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AnotherView on Allocation:A Rebuttal
Hanny Be.cu,Librarian
Riaerside City College
Riuerside, Calif ornia
T AM DELIGHTED at Mr. Flanes' spirited reaction to my article "Why
I Allocate?" In an election year it is only too becoming to have some
controversy. It strikes me, however, that Mr. Hanes'rebuttal to my "oversimplification" of the problem is in itself oversimplification. According
to him I see the problem of allocation versus non-allocation as a fight
between the good guys and the bad guys; the librarians, on the one hand,
are the good guys who, if given the chance to exert complete control over
the book budget, would sally forth to achieve the good society surpassing
the New Deal and the Fair Deal. The faculty, on the other hand, are the
bad guys who, through pugnaciousness and undue interference, have
prevented librarians from attaining their goals.
I beg to submit that Mr. Hanes must have missed the main point of the
whole article, at least he did not refute it. Therefore, he must either have
missed it or, in spite of his other item by item rebuttals, agree with it. The
main point I was trying to make was that book selection in academic
libraries should be done by the librarians with the aid and advice of
the faculty rather than by the faculty with the aid and advice of the librarians. It is my contention that it should be the librarians' main responsibility to formulate an acquisition policy and to implement it. It
should be the librarians' main responsibility to engage in planned and
systematicbook selection. It should be the librarians' main responsibility
to evaluate their collections and to take the necessaryremedial steps for
strengthening their resources.
F{ow can librarians possibly meet these responsibilities without being
seriously hampered by the allocation of funds to the instructional departments? I am certainly not advocating that librarians secede from the
academic community by ignoring "the superb reservoirs of knowledge and
skill represented by the highly trained specialistsof the college and university faculty." Faculty participation in book selection is indispensable.
One could only wish that more than a handful would ever participate!
However, the faculty ought not be in the driver's seat. It has been shown
that if they are, appalling gaps very often develop. Danton in his book
Booh Selection and Collections: a Comparison of German and American
Uniaersity Librories, cites the Waples-Lasswell study:
Of nearly five hundred English, French, and Gerr-nanworks in the fields of the
social sciencesjudged by specialistsin those fields to be of primary importance,
Harvard held 63 percent, and the universities of Chicago, California, and
Michigan, 49, 4o and gr percent respectively.The New York Public Library,
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on the other hand, where book selection is, of course, entirely the responsibility
of a corps of subject specialist librarians, held ge Percent. . '
And Danton

continues:

More recently the Williams study revealed the generally poor showing of American
university libraries in holdings of foreign titles from eight countries. The study
further ihowed the New Yorli Public Library ranking in either rst, 2d, 3d, or 4th
place for each of the eight countries, in a group which included more than thirty
university libraries.

mainstream of historical thinking?
To quote Mr. Flanes: "By their fruits ye shall know them".
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CostAccounting
for the Library
CoxsraNcn Bnurcurn, T echnical Librarian
A eroj et-General Corp oration, Sacramento,Calif .
and
GlrN Grssrow, Graduate Student in Accounting
Uniuersity of Calilornia at Los Angeles
and
Errunt Rlxronn, Computer SystemsDesigner
General Telephone Cornpany
Santa Monica, Calif .
TNCREASINGLY, librarians have felt the need for more accurate cost
I data. The prime reason for this need has been in the development
and presentation of the budget which is the instrument used to deter-

Historically, the budget has been prepared by the departments, then
accumulated and presented in an in-line form. This form lists the needs
by categories, such as personnel, rents, utilities, supplies, materials,
equipment, etc. The budgeting authorities try to evaluate rhese budgets
in terms of sorne criteria; and, in many instances, the librarian has bien
disappointed in the resulting allocation. It also has become quite evident
that the budgeting authorities, by their control of funds, are a policy
making body for the library.
In order better to present the library's needs and impress upon the
budgeting authorities their role in policy making, some libraries have
adopted performance budgeting. In its simplest terms, the goal of performance budgeting is to prepare, analyze, and interprer the finantial
plan in terms of service and activity programs, rather than limiting the
budget to a detailing of objects of dispersement.
It has been found that performance budgeting, besides providing a
more easily-understoodstatement of what is to be accomplished with the
requested funds, can present a more accurate statement of needs, provide
a more equitable allocation of funds, allow for carefully controlled expenditures of funds, give performance and cost control, and serve as a
planning tool.
In academic libraries there has been a trend toward budgeting by
formula. This is the result of current trends toward centralized government for state-financedinstitutions of higher education and attempts by
these bodies to set uD standards.
Volume 8, Number 4, FalI r964
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Performance budgeting and budgeting by formula are two of the
modern trends in library financing, but these methods can be improved
by cost accounting. Cost accounting is a means of sharpening these

the usefulnessof such data in library administration.
Theory of CostAccounting
Cost accounting is a special field of accounting concerned with the
determination of "costs". It is used chiefly in manufacturing industries to
determine the unit costs of products. In deriving unit costs, the costs of
operating various departments or processesare also developed. Cost accounting is useful to managers because it tells them how much each product costs to produce. It gives them some idea of the price they must
charge to cover costs.Accurate and timely information for planning and
controlling future operations is derived from a cost accounting system.
The cost of a unit of product is composed of three elements: (t) the
direct material required to make the product, (z) the direct labor emptoyed to produce the product, and (g) the overhead applicable to the
product. The first two of these costs are known as direct costs and the
ihird as an indirect cost. The direct material cost of a unit of product is
the cost of a unit of raw material times the number of units of raw material employed in the unit of product. The unit cost of raw material can
be determined from the purchase invoices. Direct labor cost is the hourly
time the worker spends on a unit of product multiplied by his hourly
wage. These two direct costsvary with output. The third element of the
cost of a product is more difficult to determine. Overhead costs include
depreciation on machinery and buildings, utilities, managers' salaries,
insurance, maintenance, and miscellaneous supplies. Few of these costs
can be associatedin any close manner with the particular product. Most
of them vary as a function of time rather than as a function of output.
The total of these overhead costs is estimated for a period. This total is
then allocated to the units produced in a systematic manner. Generally,
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overhead is allocated ro rhe product on the basis of the time or the labor
cost of the workman in making the product.
The manager generally has no control over overhead costs. Therefore many accountants argue that statements would be more useful if
product costs did not include fixed overhead costs as the manager then
could see how well he is controlling variable costs. Product costs would
only include variable costs,and no arbitrary allocations wourd be necessary. Fixed costs would be shown as period costs. This concept is known
as direct co.stingand is gaining recognrtton.
Ffowever, assuming that we go along with conventional full absorption costing, the cost of a product is made up of direct materials, direit
labor, and applicable overhead costs. There ire two methods of accumulating these costs. one is on the basis of a parricular job order and is
called job order cost accounting. The other isbn the basis of the processes
the product p_asses
through and is called process costaccounljng. A process is often identifiable with a department. Unit costs for each process
are developed and applied to the product as it passesthrough production. The nature of the product clitermines whiih system is*used. The
job order system is used where a company is producing for special orders
or a wide ya_ri_ety
of products. Examples of industrieJusing a job order
syst-emwould be print shops, construction engineers, toy ianitarturers,
and ship
-builders. Processcosr accounting is used where the final product is a homogeneous mass rather than a collection of clistinct units.
Flour mills, breweries, chemical plants, and paper mills are examples
of industries using process cost aciounting. Regardless of which method
is used, the same kinds and totals of costi are iccumulated and distributed.
rn order to attain better control over costs, standard costs are established for material, labor, and overhead. These standard costs show
what costs should be, assuming a normal, efficient level of operation.
They provide a yardstick for measuring acrual costs. Manageti are .nabled to detect deviations from the standard quickly and taie action to
correct the situation.
Materials and labor standards are generary estabrishedon the basis of
the expected performance. The mateiial used and the price paid for it,
the worker's wage rate, and the time allowed to do ttt" .rro.t are ordinarily closely related to actual conditions. standard costs are set after reviewing past costs, talking with individuals in charge of operations, ancl
making some time studies. Standards must be set ai a reaGnably attainable level and should be reviewed and up-dated periodically.
After_reviewing cost accounring theory, one might say that this is all
very good for a factory, but ask, "what good is it for libraries?" Libraries
are not factories. FIow can the detailed analysis of cost accounting be applied here? rs there any similarity between the operations of a Lusineis
and a library?
The answer to these questions is that there is a definite similarity.
If we consider the {unctions of a profrt-making firm, their operations conVolume 8, Number 4, Fall t964
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sist of (r) acquiring the material, (z) processing the material, and (3)
delivering the processedmaterial. In simpler tenns, their main functions
are purchasing, production, and selling. The library also performs such
functions. In the library these functions are called acquisitions, cataloging, physical preparations, and circulation. In other words, the library
acquires materials-books,
periodicals, documents, microforms, audiovisual materials, etc. These materials are processed,that is, they ate cataloged, marked, and shelved. Lastly, they are delivered through the circulation or loan service. The two sets of functions (in factory and in
library) are similar, and so the ideas of cost accounting can be adapted to
some extent to libraries. That is, cost accounting is applicable to those
operations within the library in which the book is handled as a physical
object and where no particular knowledge of, or judgement upon, the
intellectual content of the book is necessary.The more professional the
nature of the work, the less amenable is it to cost accounting. Among
those areaswhere we feel cost accounting is applicable are ordering, preparations, and circulation. Book selection, cataloging, and reference work,
on the other hand, are subject to such variations (since they deal with
knowledge and judgment rather than with physical objects) that they can
be given only general and not absolute cost standards.
ProcessCost Accountin g
Processcost accounting is similar to performance budgeting. In both,
costs are accumulated according to functions or processes.Process cost
accounting in more exact in its approach, since it allocates depreciation
and maintenance to functions whereas performance budgeting treats
these as separateitems.
In processcost accounting, the direct costs of material and labor and
the indirect cost of overhead are accumulated according to functions or
cost centers. These costs are spread over the items processedin a fashion
to determine an equitable cost per item.
In a library, there are two main functions, technical servicesand public services.Each of these functions can be divided into cost centers. lVe
have selected seven cost centers to use as examples-ordering, cataloging,
preparations, circulation, book selection, refeience, and literature search'
ing. (SeeTables r and z).
For each of these cost centers, the direct materials used are the materials which can be directly associatedwith the product. Order work, cataloging, physical preparations, and circulation use many forms, cards,
printed cards, envelopes, and stamps which are direct materials. Reference uses comparatively fewer direct materials. Direct labor is the
professional and clerical work directly associatedwith the units of output. Any indirect labor costs, such as the salaries of managers, department heads, and janitors, are included under that heading.
Determining the items and amount of indirect costsis not as easyas determining the direct costs associatedwith each cost center. Indirect costs
are defined as not being directly associablewith the final product. Many
.
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indirect costs are incurred for the benefit of all the departments, and
some reasonable bases must be established for allocating these costs to
the departments or cost centers. The indirect costs to coniicler and.a reasonable basisfor their allocation are as follows:
Indirect Costs
Bldg. depreciation or rental and maintenance
(4o yr. life)
Equipment depreciation and repair (5 year life)
Computer depreciation or rental and maintenance
(3 year life)
Book depreciarion and mainrenance (ro year life)
Insurance (Fire, theft)
Pensions,insurance (health, life)
Light
Heat
Water and power
Telephone
Janitor and gardener
Branch library and staff
Misc. supplies
Indirect labor

Basisof Allocation to
Each Cost Center
square feet
/o o[ equipment
lo of time
number of books
square feet
number of people
KW hours
cubic feet
square feet
number of phones
square feet
number of people
dePartment use
department use

Most of these indirect cosrs are quite common in business,and their
basis of allocation is generally a.cepted. There are a few indirect costs
listed which are worthy of further mention. Depreciation on books is a
fairly new idea. rt is felt that this cost should be allocated ro circulation
in order to determine an appropriate cost per loan. rt should be noted
that the appropriate book cost to amortize ii the net purchase price plus
the costsof processing.This is the cost of the book orr rhe shelf. An average useful life of ten years is assumed for books. Useful life implies the
time span over which the book will be used. For some libraries and for
certain books this useful life may be increased or decreased.For instance,
many scientific books may have little value five years after publication.
Literary works in a research library may last thirty or fortv vears or even
increase in value with age. However, in the model developed here, ten
years is assumed as a normal useful life for books.
Neither indirect nor direct administrative costs are allocated to any
department. Administration includes the librarian and assistant librarians plus the staffs for personnel, public relations, business, and maintenance. These administrative costs should not be allocated because thev
would distort the unit costs.Salary costs constitute approximately 2/Z to
Z/+ of a library's budget. If a portion of the administrators' salaries
(which are the highest salaries in the library) were allocated to ordering, for instance, this salary cost would be quite material in relation to
the other indirect non-salary costs, and would cause the indirect costs to
be out of proportion. Administration is a distinct function, and its costs
should be kept separate as they are in business.
Volume S,Number 4,Fall 1964
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The indirect costs listed are general in nature, and a particular library may want to delete some or add a few special costs peculiar to that
library. Basesof allocation might be slightly different in each library.
TABLE
ANNUAL

I

INDIRECT COSTS AND THEIR DISTRIBUTION
TO LIBRARY DEPARTMENTS
Cost Centers
Technical Services

Costs
Depreciation
(if not renting)
Ty?e
l.ife
Bldg.
40 yt.
Equip.
5 yr.
Computer
3 yr.
*Books
ro yr.
20 yr.
Jrnals
Repairs anil, Maint,
Bldg.
Equip.
Computer
Files
Books
Rentals (if renting)
Bldg.
Computer
Photo Reproduction
Equip.
Other
Ins. (Fire, Theft)
Light
Heat
Water, power
Telephone
Janitor, Gdner.
Adm. Salaries
Branches
Pensions
Misc. Supplies
Indirect Lab.
Total Indirect Costs

A1loc.
Basis

Public Services Adm.

Order

Cat.

Prep.

Circ.

Refer.

sq. ft.
/6 equip.
time
No. bks.
No. Jns.

x
x
x

X

x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x

X
X

sq. ft.
/6 Equip.
time
/ Files
No. bks.

x
x
x
x

x

x
x
x

x

X

X
x
x

x
x
x
x
x

sq. ft.
time
per page

x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x

sq. ft.
KW hrs.
cu. ft.
sq. ft.
no. phones
sq. ft.

x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x

xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx

x
x

x
x
x
x

xx
xx
xx
xx

$

{(

x
x

X
X

x

x

x
x
x

x

/6 stafr.
Vo stafr
Dept. use
Dept. use

x
x
x

x
x
x

$

$

Note: These costs should be based on a normal rate of activity'
*The book cost to be amortized is the net purchase price plus the cost of processing
the book.
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TABLE z
UNIT COSTS AS DETERMINED BY PROCESS COST ACCOUNTING
Cost Centers
Technical Services
Costs

Order

Direct Materials
Direct Labor
Professional
Clerical

Cat.

Prep.

Public Services

Circ.

Bk.
Sel.

Lit.
Sch.

Ref.
Ques.

xxxxxxx
xxxxxxx

Total Direct Cost
Total Indirect Cost
(seeTable r)
Total Costs

$$$$$$$
$$$$$$$

$$#T-{T-$

Unit Cost of Order -

Tot. ordering cost
Vols. ordered

Unit Cost of Cat. :

Tot. cat. cost
Vols. cataloged
Tot. prep. costs

Unit Cost of Preparations :

Vols. processed
Cost Per Book Processed: ordering * cat. -1- preparations
Tot. circ. cost
Cost Per Loan :
Vols. loaned
cost per Title selected :

Tot' selection cost
Titles selected

Cost Per Search :

Tot. search costs
No. of searches
Tot. reference cost

Cost Per Reference Question

:
No. of questions

After the total indirect costs for each cost center are determined, they
are added to the total direct costs of each cenrer. This gives the total cost
of each center. From these total costs some useful figuris can be d.erived.:
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Unit cost of ordering
Unit cost of cataloging
Unit cost of preparations
Cost per book processed
Cost per book on shelf -

total ordering cost
total cataloging costs

@

total preparatt'ons costs

@d

unit cost of ordering f unit cost
of cataloging f unit cost of
preParatrons
uveragenet purchase price f
averagecost per book Processed

The unit cost of ordering, cataloging, and preparing are necessaryto
determine the cost per book on the;helf. The depreciation on the cost
per book on the sheif is allocated to the circulation department as an indirect cost. Some other figures which would be useful to the ordering and
cataloging departments are:
Cost per title ordered -

averageno. of titles

:
CostPertitle catalog"O
ffi
The cost per title ordered and cost per title cataloged_might serve as
standards fof the ordering and. cataloging departments. They would also
be useful in establishing budgetary controls.
The cost per loan is the total circulation cost divided by the average
number of volumes loaned. The total cost of reference work was broken
down into book selection, literature search, and reference questions. A

processingeach unit of material can vary greatly.To tale into account these variations another kind of cost accounting, job cost accounting, is appropriate.
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Job Cost Accounting

Although each book is difierent, there are certain classesof books,
some of which are easy to order while others are difficult. some books are

Hypothetical Job Costing Model
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TABLE 3
OF
ORDERING AND CATALOGING
ANALYSIS
QUALITATIVE
VARIOUS TYPES OF MATERIALS
Special Library

Public Library
Type of Material
Serials
Gov't. Documents
Monographs
Non-fiction
Fiction
Popular Fiction
Children's Books
Rare Books
Foreign Lang. Books
Out of Print Books

College Library

Order
fair
easy

Car.
avg.
easy

Order
avg.
fair

Cat.
avg.
avg.

Order
avg.
easy

Cat.
avg.
easy

avg.
avg.
easy
avg.

avg.
fair
none
fair

i3

i3

avg.
t"g

ditr.
avg.

ditr.
ditr.

ditr.
ditr.

dltt.
drtt.

dllr.

vy. dlft.
dltt.
dltt.

vy. oln.
orII.

orr.

OrII.

Ordering

ordering.
For each class of difficulty of ordering, we assumed a certain amount
of clerical time was needed. (See Table 4). This represents an average
time and would have to be determined by a time study and professional
judgment. Assuming clerks earn $r.5o an hour, the costs of the direct
labor for each class of difficulty can easily be computed:
TABLE 4
HYPOTHETICAL CONVERSIONTABLE OF TIME TO COSTS
Assume:clericalwages: $r.5o per hour
Ordering
Degree of
Difficulty

Clerical
Time

Wage
Rate

Easy
Fair
Average
Difficult
Very Difficult

to min.

$t.5o hr.
r .50
r50
r .50
r .50

r5
20
60
r day

Clerical
Cost

$

.2s
.38
.50
r .50
t2.oo

It was assumed that the direct material for each order would be con-

'
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riod. Labor cost was chosen as the basis of distribution since it varies as a
function of time as do most of the indirect costs.Also, the indirect costs
seem to increase with the higher paid employee or higher labor cosrseparateoffice, telephone, more expensive equipment, etc. The labor costs
can also be derived from payroll records viry easily.
Just straight labor
hours_might be used as a basis for spreading overhea-dcost if ihis were
thought to be more equitable.
Given the above assumptions regarding direct materials, labor, and
overhead charges, it is possible to derive a unit cost of ordering. A unit
cost-for ordering a book of fair difficulty (rb minures of clerical time)
would be computed as follows:
Direct labor r/4 hour \ gr.5o per hour Direct material
:
Applied overhead $.zf X g.g8
:
Toral cost of ordering

$ .ag
.lo
.o9
$ .fl

Cataloging
rn the_cataloging department, the labor cost was divided into profes.
sional and clerical costs.For a certain class of difficulty, the profeisional
and clerical cost depends on whether printed cards are used. To take
account of this tactor, the clerical and professional times were hypothesized, assuming that printed cards were either used or not used.-These
times are shown in Table 5. The times given are only hypothetical and
would have to be determined by a time study or professional judgment.
TABLE 5
QUANTITATIVE MEANING OF QUALITATIVE TERMS AS
DETERMINED BY A HYP
Clerical

Easy
Fair
Average
Difficult
Very Diffcult

Professional

p.c.
min.

No. p.c.
min.

p.c.
min.

No. p.c.
min.

15
20
30
60
t2o

30
40
6
r2o
24o

15
20
30
60
r day

30
40
60
r2o
z days

Note: p.c. means printed cards are used.

We assumedclerical help earns $r.5o per hour and professionalsearn
$3.oo p-er-hour. Multiplying the times by rhe rates per hbur we developed
total clerical and professional costs assuming either that printed cirds
are used or not used. (SeeTable 6).
1
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TABLE 6
HYPOTHETICAL CONVERSIONTABLE OF TIME TO COSTS
Cataloging

ProfessionalTime

Clerical Time

Prof. Cost

Clerical Cost
p.c.
mln,
Easy
Fair
Average
Difficult
Very
Difficult

No.
p.c.
min.

Wage
Rate

p.c.

No. p.c.

p.c.
min.

No.
p.c.
min.

30
60

30
40
60
r2o

$r.5o $ .S8
r .5o
.5o
r.So
.ZS
r.5o r.5o

$ .ZS
r.oo
r.So
3.oo

r5
20
30
60

30
40
6o
r2o

rzo

24o

3.oo

6.00

t2
day

days

15
20

'fotal

Easy
Fair
Average
Difficult
Very Difficult

Wage
Rate
$3.oo $

p.c.

No. p.c.

.ZS $t.So

3.OO

I.OO

2.OO

3.oo
3.oo

I.5o
3.oo

3.oo
6.oo

4.oo

32.oo

64.oo

Clerical and Professional
Cost for Cataloging
p.c.
No. p.c.
$ 2.25
3.oo
4.5o
9.oo
7o.oo

$ r.r3
r.5o
2.25
4.5o
35.oo

TABLE 7
HYPOTHETICAL RESULTSOF ANALYSIS
Ordering
Direct material per unit
Rate of applying overhead

ro cents
25 cents per labor dollar
p.c.

Cataloging

No. p.c.

r5 cents
30 cents
.5o cents per labor dollar

Direct material per unit
Rate of applying overhead

Direct materials in cataloging were assumedto be $.3o if printed cards
are used and $.r5 if printed cards are not used. An overhead rate of $'5o
per labor dollar was hypothesized. (SeeTable 7).
Given the above information, the cost of cataloging a particular book
can be ascertained in the following manner. Let's assume the book to be
cataloged is easy to catalog and no printed card is available. The cost of
cataloging would be computed as follows:
Direct Labor (Table 6-easy book)
Direct material (Table 7-No. p.c.)
Applied overhead g.5o X gz z5

#2.2s
.r 5
l .12

fi3.s2
Examples of how to determine the standard unit cost of ordering and
cataloging various documents are given below.
Total cataloging costs
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(t) A serial in a public library and printed card used. From Table r,
ordering costs are "fair" and cataloging costs are "average."
Ordering
Direct Materials (Table 7)
Direct Labor (Table 4)
Applied O/H $.zS X .Ss

: $ .ro
.38
.09

fi .57

Unit Cost to Acquire
Cataloging
Direct Materials (Table 7)
Direct Labor (Table 6)
Applied O/H $. So X $2.25

:

$ .3o
2.25
r.25

Unit Cost of Cataloging

$3.80

Total Cost to Acquire and Cat.

$4.37

(z) A rare book in a college library (No. p.c.). From Table r a rare
book is "very difficult" to acquire and catalog.
Ordering
Direct Material (Table 7)
Direct Labor (Table 4)
Applied O/H g.z5 X grz.oo

: $

.ro

t2.oo
3 .oo

Unit Cost to Acquire
Cataloging
Direct Material (Table 7)
Direct Labor (Table 6)
Applied O/H g.So X g7o.oo

$ r 5 -r o

: $ .r5
70.Oo
35.oo

Unit Cost of Cataloging

$ro5 r5

Total Cost to Acquire and Cat.

$rzo.z5

(S) A children's book in a public library (p.c). Frorn Table r, a children's book is "average" to order and "fair" to caialog.
Ordering
Direct Material (Table 7)
Direct Labor (Table 4)
Applied O/H g.zS X $.50

:

q

rn

.50
.13

Unit Cost to Acquire
Cataloging
Direct Material (Table 7)
Direct Labor (Table 6)
Applied O/H g.So X $r.50

fi .73
:

$ .3o
r .50
. /J

Unit Cost to Catalog

$2.55

Total Cost to Acquire and Cat.

$3 z8
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(4) A nonfiction book in a college library (p.c.). From Table r, a
*average"
nonfiction book is
to order and "difficult" to catalog.
Ordering
Direct Material (Table 7)
Direct Labor (Table 4)
AppliedO/H $.zS X $.So

: $ .ro
.50
.r 3
fi .73

Unit Cost to Acquire
Cataloging
Direct Material (Table 7)
Direct Labor (Table 6)
Applied O/H $.5o X $4.50

:

$ .30
4-50

Unit Cost to Catalog

fiT.os

Total Cost to Acquire and Cat.

$2.28

The foregoing analysis illustrates the method of deriving unit costs
for particular bobks. Many variations and complexiries could be introduced into the model to make it fit a particulal library. For instance,
there are variations in cataloging which a libraty might employ for
certain books. Perhaps it uses L.C. proof sheets,or photo brief listing or
anorher form of limi?ed cataloging fbr certain types of materials. Regardless of the particular methods or materials used, tJre unit costs of direct
materials, Iibor, and applied overhead could be altered to meet the
individual situation.
The preceding discussion has attempted to convey the basic principles
of cost atcounting and show how this tool can be applied in the library.
A model was developed using Processcost accounting which should
aid in the implementation of perfbrmance budgeting. Through process
cost accounting a logical framework is developed for accumulating and
segregating cosls. The model provides a convenient method for estimating such .-osts us the cost per 6ook on shelf, the cost per book processed,
and. the cost per loan. Because these avelage costs ale general in nature,
a job costing-model was developed to refine them into cost per class of
book. This gines u more valid cost picture and should be of use in planning within specific departments.
the application of rhese cost accounring models will have several
benefits in the library. Standards of performance will be more easily established. The improved knowledge of costs will aid in administrative
planning. Budgei requests can be substantiated by a detailed analysis of
costs. And one last important aspect of any cost measurement system
should be mentioned. When an aciive program such as that which would
be necessary in order to implement a cost measurement system.is undertaken, the people within the system become more cost conscious, and
there is a geneial tendency to seek out more efficient methods of operation.
.
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TABLE 8
HYPOTHETICAL STANDARD COSTSFOR ORDERING, CATALOGING
AND PREPARING VARIOUS TYPES OF LIBRARY MATERIALS
IN THE PUBLIC LIBRARY
Ordering
Types of Material
Serial.s
Direct Labor
Direct Material
Applied O/H

$.38
.ro

Total Cost per Serial

$ .s7

Gn't. Document
Direct Labor
Direct Material
Applied O/H

$ .zs
.ro

Total Cost per Doc.

$ .+r

Monographs
Non-Fiction
Direct Labor
Direct Material
Applied O/H

.09

p.c.

No, p.c.

fiz.zs

$ +.so

.30
| .12

fis.62

$ .50
.ro
,t2

s ..50
,ro
ft

Total Cost per Book
Popular Fiction
Direct l-abor
Direct Material
Applied O/H

fi .2s

Total Cost per Book

$.4r

Chililren's Book
Direct Labor
Direct Material
Applied O/H

$ .5o

Total Cost per Book
Foreign LanguogeBks
Direct Labor
Direct Material
Applied O/H
Total Cost per Book

Total Cost
per Book
p.c.

No. p.c.

. 15
2.25

$ 6.90

$+.2+ $ z.+z

fi 2.2s
.15
I.13

.06

Total Cost per Bk.
Fi,cti,on
Direct Labor
Direct Material
Applied O/H

Cataloging and
Preparing

$ 3.53
fi2.25
.3()
t.t2

fi 3.94

$ +.so
.r5
2.25

w67

$ 6.90

$r .50
.30
.75

$ 3.oo

$2.55

fi +.6s

$+.tg

$ 2.62

#s.zz

$ s.sz

.IJ

r .50

,IO

.o6

fi .4r
$r.5o
.30
. /J

$ 3.oo
.r5
r .50

$ .77

$z.ss

fi 4.6s

$r .50

$ g.oo

.36

$4.50
.30
2.25

$r.96

$ 7 .0 5

$r3.65 $9.or
$r5.6r
Continuedon next page

.IO
.I2

.IO
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$s.32

$ s.+z

.r5
4.50
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TABLE 8 (Cont.)
Out of Print Boohs
Direct Labor
Direct Material
Applied O/H

$ r. 5 0
.ro
.36

$4.5o
.30

Total Cost per Book

$t .96

$7.os

2.25

$ g.oo
.15
4.50

$re.6s

$9.or

$15.6r

TABLE 9
HYPOTHETICAL STANDARD COSTS FOR ORDERING, CATALOGING
AND PREPARING VARIOUS TYPES OF LIBRARY MATERIALS
IN THE SPECIAL LIBRARY
Ordering
Types of Material
Serial's
Direct Labor
Direct Material
Applied O/H
Total Cost per Serial

$ .50

.ro
.12
S,

r.

Cataloging and
Preparing

p.c.

No. p.c.

$ z. z S
.30
r .r3

$ + .5 o
.15
2.25

$s.68

fi 6.90

TechnicalRePortsanil
Goa't. Docurnents
Direct Labor
Direct Material
Applied O/H

$ .e8
.ro
.09

2.25

Total Cost per Doc.

$ .s7

$ 6.90

Monographs
Non-Fict'ion
Direct Labor
Direct Material
Applied O/H

$ .50

Total Cost per Book

$+.4o

No. p.c.

fi 2.62

.IJ

$ 4.5o
.r5
2.25

qa.

$s.62

S 6.90

Fore'ign Language
Direct Labor
Direct Material
Applied O/H

$r.5o
.ro
.36

$4.50
.30
2.25

$ 9.oo
.15
4.50

Total Cost per Book

$t.96

fiz.os

$ r g. 6 5

Out of Print
Direct Labor
Direct Material
Applied O/H

$r.5o
.ro
.36

$4.50
.30
2.25

$ 9.oo
.r5

Total Cost per Book

$t.96

$7.05

$rg 65

,tq8.

p.c.

$ 4.50

fi2.2s
.30
r.t2

.IO
.t2

Total Cost
per Book

$ z.n

$+.ts

$ z.6z

$9.or

$r5.6r

fig.or

$r5.6t
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TABLE ro
HYPOTHETICAL STANDARD COSTS FOR ORDERING, CATALOGING
AND PREPARING VARIOUS TYPES OF LIBRARY MATERIALS
IN A COLLEGE LIBRARY
Cataloging and

Ordering

p.c.

Types of Material

Seriols
Direct Labor
Direct Material
Applied O/H

$

.50
.ro

fi2.2s
.30

.12

I.13

$s.68

Total Cost per Serial
Goa't.Doc.
Direct Labor
Direct Material
Applied O/H

b

Total Cost per Document

fi .4r

Monographs
Non-Fiction
Direct Labor
Direct Material
Applied O/H

s

Total Cost per Book
Fiction
Direct Labor
Direct Material
Applied O/H

Prpnarino

No. p.c.

$

.ro

fi

7.62

$ t.s+

$ 3.53

$+.5o
.30

.12

2 .25

*

t>

$7.o5

$ rs.65

$

.50

$z.zS
.30
r .r3

$

4.5o
.r5
2.25

$3.68

$

6.go

$ 9.oo
.1 5
4. 50

Total Cost per Book

$

Rare Book
Direct Labor
Direct Material
Applied O/H

$rz.oo
.50
3 .oo

$ 7o.oo
.15
3 5. o o

Total Cost per Book

$r5.50

$ r o 5 .r 5

Foreign Language
Direct Labor
Direct Material
Applied O/H

$ r.so
.ro
.36

$+.So
.30
2.25

$

Total Cost per Book

$ r.96

$ 7 .0 5

$ r3.65

Out of Print
Direct Labor
Direct Material
Applied O/H

$ r.so
.ro
.36

$+.so

$

.30
2.25

9.oo
.r5
4.50

Total Cost per Book

$ t.96

$7-os

$ rS.65
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$+.+o

I.13

.50
.ro

zc

No. p.c.

4.50
.15
2.25

$ 6.So

.06

.r2

p.c.

fi 2.2s
.r 5

.25

.IO

Total Cost
per Book

$7.22

ff r4.32

$4.+o

fi

7.62

$tzo.65

9.oo
.r5
4.5o
$9.oI

$ 15.6r

$9.or

$ r5 6r

-
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Report1963-64
RTSDPresident's
JenrnsE. SrIpprn, Presidcnt
A divisional annual report is, of course, simply the sum total of the
individual section and committee efforts which take place within the division. It would be difficult to chooseany one focus of activity that would
describe the primary activities of the RTSD Division during the past
year. The projects were many and varied. I would like to take this opportunity to thank all the members who worked so imaginatively ancl
diligently in ryfu/64.
The Bookbinding Committee continues to serve as the focal point to
which librarians can address binding problems and suggestions. The
Committee has several options for action, which include calling the attention of publishers to binding problems. At present the major bookbinding activity is being conducted by the Library Technology Project
through a series of local and field tests administered by the W. J. Barow
ResearchLaboratory in Richmond, Virginia.
No serious constitutional problems r,r'erecalled to the attention of the
Bylaws Committee, although they had to adjudicate minor points concerning questions of enlarging the Executive Committee of CMS and
whether members of discussion groups had to be members of the section

Bibliography are represented by their respective Chairmen. The Committee has started its work by establishing procedures for an information
clearing house on book catalogs, reviewing cataloging rules to determine
if modifications would be desirable for a book format, and beginning the
draft of a proposal for grant suPPort which would be used to determine
the most satisfactory method to be used in converting a card catalog to
book form.
work
Joe Treyz should receive acknowledgement for the imaginative
he is doing as the RTSD Representative on the ALA Membership Committee. His annual report states: "This year significant progresswas made
in a drive to place an RTSD representative on each state membership
committee. The year started with representativeson foulteen committees.
By Midwinter representation had increased to thirty committees, and to
date RTSD has forty-two representativeson thirty-six committees."
The Organization Committee concerned itself primarily with the
scope and function of the Planning Committee and the Resources Com.IJ-
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mittee. It also entertained the refreshing notion that some existing committees should, perhaps, be abolished.
Recognizing that organizational mechanics do not allow time for the
Board to plan program activities of the Division, the Planning Committee
was established several years ago for this purpose. The following are examples of some ideas that this Committee has produced: (r) a periodic
review of projects which have been in operation a sufficient length of time
to permit an assessmentof successor failure; (z) an oral history of technical services; (3) reader reaction to book catalogs and card catalogs;
(4) the present location of great book collections which are no longer
associatedwith their original owner; (5) a bibliography of serial bibliographies; (6) development of a teaching machine for nonprofessional
in-service training; and (7) a directory of technical service {loor plans
and flow charts. The Planning Committee also prepared several alternate
plans that are designed to produce a more effective committee structure.
Tl;.e Public Law 48o program at the present time is authorized to use
counterpart funds in the United Arab Republic, Pakistan, India, Indo
nesia, Burma, and Israel for the acquisition of indigenous library materials which are deposited in American libraries. The present Congress
refused to extend the program to cover Yugoslavia and Poland. John Dawson, the RTSD representative to the PL 48o program, reports that, in addition to its usual program of supporting research libraries, some 3oo
college libraries were selected this year to receive special "package" collections of basic materials published in India, Pakistan, and the UAR.
The RSD/-RTSD Interdiaisional Committee on Public Documents
expended most of its energies in combatting Congressional refusal to implement previous legislation authorizing the depository distribution of
non-GPO publications. A $5,ooo grant was received from the Council on
Library Resourcesto construct a list of non-GPO publications that would
illustrate the importance of the material that we wanted to have distributed.
Directly, or indirectly the Cornmittee efiorts were successful,as the House
Appropriations Subcommittee recently approved a program to start the
distribution of non-GPO materials by using the Department of Interior
and the CensusBureau for a pilot study.
One of the problems faced by a national organization is keeping in
touch with local activity. This important job has been handled by Doris
Ransom, Chairman of the Council of Regional Groups. Regional activity is reported in ZRZS. Doris now has some thirty regional groups
under her wing.
The Resources Committee continues its work through two subcommittees. The Subcommittee on Micropublishing projects issued a number of reviews during the year, and attempted to initiate a newsletter that
would permit greater flexibility in timing. The Subcommittee on the National Union Catalog brought us sornewhat closer to the time when the
retrospective National Union Catalog will be made available in some
form for distribution. One of the final determinations is to settle the
question of whether the record should be transcribed into machine
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readable form. The Subcommittee is also advising the Library of Congress
on the implementation of its proposed national register of master copies
of microforms.
What should be the ratio between a book budget and a stafi budget
in a library of a given size?We are all familiar with popular lament rising
from the fact that book money is relatively easier to obtain than staff.
Helen Welch, Chairman of the Standards for Technical Seruices Com'
mittee, is now working to establish a statistically-valid ratio that can be
used to answer this type of question. The ratio will be known as the
Technical ServicesCost Ratio.
Although no details will be given here, acknowledgement should be
made of the discussion groups-presently, those involving Technical
Services Directors of Large Research Libraries; a similar group from middle-sized research libraries; and a third group now forming for large
public libraries. These groups have been holding some discussionswith a
very high substantive content.

Section
RTSDAcquisitions
AnnualReport,1963
/ 64
Jenrrs W. Bennv, Chairman
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Committee on U.S. Congressesand, Conferences Withou,t Fixed. Head.-
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sus8estrons.

field of titles needing to be reprinted'
of
Assistant Ed'itor, LRTS, (for Acquisitions)' The outstanding services
of
other
pressures
the
under
relignation,
Dorothy Bevis ended *ittt tt".
the
duties, in mid-May. A formal lettJr extending the appreciation of
of
writing
the
at
Section was written. No replacement had been named
this report.
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RTSDCataloging
and Classification
SectionAnnualReport,1963
/ 64
M/nsrrv SrlroNroN, Chazrman

A S A PROFESSIONAL GROUP, the Cataloging and Classification Section attempts both to advance the broad goals of the profession and
f\
to provide the members of the profession with ever more useful tools and
techniques to get the daily job done. The work of the Section is essentially carried on by its several committees, with many able assistsfrom the
Division's Executive Secretary.
The Section's committees may be divided into two groups, those concerned with the professional substance of our work and those concerned
with the housekeeping activities of the Section. Inevitably, our attention
focuseson the work of the former group, and we tend to take for granted
the work of the latter. However, the Bylaws Committee, the Committee
on the Award of the Margaret Mann Citation, and the Nominating Committee represent some of our most demanding assignments,and the Section is indebted to the members of thesecommittees for their services.The
Bylaws Committee has this year drafted a new article for the Bylaws, relating to the organization of discussion groups, for consideration by the
Executive Committee: the results of the activities of the Mann Committee and the Nominating Committee have been made known through
the usual channels.
The work of those committees concerned with the professional substance of our work ranges widely, from activities relating to the traditional work of the cataloger, attempting to fashion new tools to do the
old job more efficiently, to activities responding to the demands posed by
new materials and new technologies on our time-honored procedures.
Thus, work on revision of the ALA Cataloging Rules for Author and
Title Entries and the Library of Congress Rules for Descriptiae Cataloging has occupied the major attention of three of our commitrees: the
Catalog Code Revision Committee, the Descriptive Cataloging Committee, and the Far Eastern Materials Committee. The Library of Congress has been increasingly involved in this work during the past year,
with LC stafi members working closely with our committees, in an attempt to ensure revisions of our basic codeswhich can be accepted by all
segmentsof the profession. Although it has proved impossible to meet the
schedule calling for completion of the new rules for entry at the St. Louis
Conference, substantial progress has been achieved on these rules and
particularly on the Rules for Descriptiae Cataloging, and it is now hoped
that it will be possible to issue a single work combining rules of entry and
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of clescription for both books and non-book materials, an eventuality
which hid not been contemplated earlier. (other accomplishments of
rhe Descriptive Cataloging Cbmmittee include completion of rules for
Persian transliteration ind teoe.al other items which have been or shortly
will be published in Cataloging Seruice. Their review of RDC has resulted in completion of the-revision of Chapters 3 and r-o and initial
criticism of proposed revisions by the Library of Congressof the chapters
on music and motion Pictures.)
As other illusrations of concern with tladitional problems, the Classification Committee has responded to a lequest from the Special Classifications Committee of the Special Libraries Association in a project to
collect more classification schemesfor the SLA Classification Center and

Goaernment Scientific and Technical Reports, prepared by the Committee on Scientific information of the Federal Council for Science and

and. disadvantages of the Dewey and the Library of Congress _classifications, but has also included a section on the adaptability of each to comPuter oPeratrons.
On behalf of the Executive Committee, I extend our thanks to the
members of all these committees for their work in furthering the objectivesof the Section.
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RTSDCopyingMethodsSection

AnnuafRepor!11963/G4
Roernr K. Jourusoru,Chairman
NIEETINGS oF the copying Nlethods Section Executive comDouR
..[f mittee were held during ry6g/ ry64:-the first two ar the ALA Midwinter
Conference_in Chicago,
;i""uiy-niUiuary
ry64, and the last two ar the
r964 ALA Conference in St. Louis.
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tents and status of the proposed Hawken manual on reprography. Charles
LaHood, Chairman of the Policy and Research Committee, and Allen B.
Veaner, Assistant LRTS Editor for Copying Methods Section, were appointed as CMS representativesto LTP for this project.
It was noted that Hubbard Ballou, Head of the Photographic Services
at the Columbia University Library, now writes a column for ZRTS entitled "Copying Methods Notes."
Correspondence related to complaints received before the Midwinter
Conference by the Chairman from various sources about unsatisfactory
microfilm, and damage to original materials in Xerox gr4 copying, were
turned over to Mr. Hoffmann of LTP at Mrs. Rodell's suggestion inasmuch as these matters appear to be mechancal or technical problems related to the performance of machines.
At the St. Louis meeting the CMS membership approved a proposed
change in the membership of the Policy and Research Committee and the
terms of office of the Committee members. Ilereafter. members of the
Committee will serve five-year terms, each member serving as chairman
during his 5th year, leaving the committee after completing his term
as chairman.
Officers for ry64/65 were announced as follows: Chairman, David
Weber; Vice Chairman and Chairman-Elect, Frazer Poole; Secretary,
Dorothy Comins; Past Chairman, Robert K. Johnson; Member-at-Large,
William S. Budington; LRTS Assistant Editor (ex officio), Allen B.
Veaner; Executive Secretary,Elizabeth Rodell (ex officio).
The St. Louis program, sponsored jointly by the CMS and RTSD's
new Book Catalog Committee, was on the book catalog.

RTSDSerialSectionAnnualReport,

1963
164
RonaNn E. SrnvnNs,Chairman
Publications
Of the several activities of the Section during the report year, publication was most important and most deserving of first mention. The notable event of the year was the appearance,under the imprint of the ALA
Publishing Department, of LISA, the List of International Subscription
Agents. Publication of the list was the culmination of several years' work
by Elizabeth Norton and members of her ad hoc committee, and the results fully justified the effort. A part of the Committee has been retained
in order to collect information and to evaluate the need for a revision of
the list in several years: John Veenstra, Roma Gregory, and Elizabeth
Norton. Chairman.

'
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b Techni,calSerui.ces
Library Resources

Several excellent articles on serials and binding were published in
Library Resources and Technical Seraices.These were the result of the
continual and unflagging work of Stephen Ford, Assistant Editor for
Serials of ZRTS. Mr. Ford's searching for suitable manuscripts elicited
these articles plus several others that were either rejected or returned for
revision. For publication of the short "how-to-do" note on serials pracdce,
consideration is being given to institution of a regular "serials Notes"
column in ZR?S.
Research
During the year, William Hufi's Policy and Research Committee
adopted a plan for rotating the chairmanship, so that each member of
the Committee will serve as chairman during his five-year term, thus ensuring continuity o{ activity in the Committee. The Committee has decided
not to establish a separateclearing house for collecting, coordinating, and
disseminating information on the automation of serials work, but rather
to channel such information to the office already established in the Li
brary Technology Project under Joseph Hofiman for the coordination of
information about automadon in library work generally. In St. Louis
the Executive Committee approved recommendations of the Serials
Policy and Research Committee to appoint two ad hoc committees: one
for further study of the feasibility of compiling a bibliography of bibliographies of serials; the other to gather information from librarians on
policies and practices for reporting serials holdings of a library to inquiring users.A further recommendation of this Committee was that the
Section's interest in standardization of the location on serial issues of
number and volume and in standardization of cerrain other publishing
practices be communicated to Committee Zgg of the American Standard
Association.
St. Louis Conference
The program at the membership meering in St. Louis was centered
on the mechanization of serials records. Participants in the well-attended
meeting were George Vdovin (University of California, San Diego),
Estelle Brodman (Washington University School of Medicine Library),
and Louis Schultheiss (University of Illinois, Chicago). Dr. Brodman's
paper was read by Evelyn Moore (Washington University School of
Medicine Library.) A critique of the three papers was given by Howard
Dillon (Ohio State University). The program was directed to the serials
librarian, or person responsible for the serials work, in the medium-sized
or small library and included discussion of computerization and other
means of mechanization.
A proposed change in the by-laws, permitting five-year terms to members of the Serials Policy and Research Committee, was approved by the
Executive Committee, will be published as approved in a forthcoming
issue of Librar^g Resources and Technical Seruices.
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Committees
Other committees operated normally. The Nominating Committee
under the chairmanship of Margaret Ayrault, moved quickly and efficiently to draw up a full panel of nominees by the time of the summer
conference in Chicago. Charles Hughes reports for the Duplicates Exchange Union Committee that the number of members (about 3oo) continues to increase. These are medium-sized and small libraries who exchange duplicates with one another by means of mimeographed lists,
under the guidance of the DEU Committee. The mailing chores of this
Committee have now been assumed in the ALA office of the RTSD Executive Secretary. The Committee on U.S. Congressesand Conferences
without Fixed Headquarters (usually called Committee on Roving U. S.
Congresses,or CUSCACWFH by lovers of acronyms) had met, but
the Chairman, Mary Kahler, reports only preliminary skirmishing and
exploration up to the present time and expects to report further progress
later. The International Organization Publications Committees was discharged with thanks by the Executive Committee at Midwinter, 1964, at
the request of its Chairman, Paul Spence,since the need for the Committee is now being fulfilled by the monthly and annual publication of the
Union of International Associations. Bernice Field, ALA representative
to the Joint Committee on the Union List of Serials,reports that editorial
work on the 3rd edition is almost complete, and publication in five volumes is expected in 1965.
I am sorry to report that the Section's Secretary, Helen Becker, had
to submit her resignation, for reason of ill health, shortly before the Midwinter, r964, meeting.
In concluding this report I wish to thank the chairmen and members
of the various committees of the Section, the members of the Executive
Committee, and especially the Executive Secretaryof the Division.

Reportof the RTSDExecutive
1963
Secretary,
/ 64
Er,rzesrl:H Roorr,r", Executiae Secretary
t-ftHE
CURRENT MOVES ever more rapidly in the direction of a naI tional pool of library resources,and the term "technical services" (seldom used, I am told, in other countries) becomesever more aPt as the centralization of records makes feasible the use of technology in making and
maintaining them.
'
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As the outlines of a national plan for libraries are dimly discerned,
part of our problem becomes one of timing, of mobilizing our resources
and records so that the component parts of the system reach the same
place at about the same time.

brary science a long time ago. There are increasing hundreds of church
-be
librarians for whorn nobody in particular seemsto
responsible. There
are former filing clerks in businessand teachersin public schoolswho by
a laying on of hands one day found themselvescalled librarians.
Even persons with library school degrees may find themselves bewildered on their first jobs. This includes some workers in large systems.
There are even experienced librarians who to their chagrin have been
swindled by book dealers.There are head librarians whose caralogershave
eloped with commercial book processing services,or whose college presidents are obsessedby automation. There are school librarians who must
obtain bids on every book they buy. There are catalogers, afraid of electric typewriters, who wake up to find themselvesheads of technical processes,and responsible for ordering machines to reproduce catalog cards.
The days when the cataloger's keyboard had no dollar sign are over; almost everyone nowadays is conscious of costs,of the need to prepare and
justify a budget. What should be the ratio of clerical to profesiional help?
How should paperbacks be processed?Should we join a regional processing center? Subscribe to proof sheets? Convert our serial records to
punched cards? Should our college library reclassify to LC? Divide its
card catalog?Print it in book form?
Questions like this, indicative of the trend in technical services,must
be answered, or referred to a committee chairman, or a specialist. Occasionally a new kind of problem is referred to one of our planning committees for study. Many letters about kinds of equipment are referred to

It would be futile to deny that much of our work is with the organization itself. Someone must labor to keep the machinery in motion. Our
committee structure in RTSD now includes over fifty committees, three
discussion groups, thirty affiliated regional groups. This structure is, of
course, manned by busy librarians with full-time jobs in which they earn
their living. The Executive Secretary tries to help them discharge rhe
responsibilities they have accepted for committee work. If a committee is
to be useful, it must meet; you may be interested to learn that while the
Midwinter meeting is reserved for'closed committee meetings, at the St.
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Louis Conference our RTSD committees scheduled over eighty meetings
to carry on their work. (If you shudder at all those committees, you may
be cheered to learn that our planning committees conceive their function
to include scavenging of committees which are no longer useful.)
In ry6g/64, we added to our labors at Headquarters by taking over
the clerical operations of the Duplicates Exchange Union. Formerly
membership lists were issuedannually; we have just mimeographed a semiannual listing of members, whose numbers increased from z5o to over
3oo this year. The circulation of ZRTS has grown spectacularly; the press
run of ?2oo we planned for this summer's issue had to be increased to
85oo.
In an eflort to cut down on work, we have arranged for the William
Byrd Press to retain and sell back numbers of our journal for a year.
Another step to reduce congestion in our office was to have the calls to
meeting, minutes, proposed and accepted standards of the American
Standards Association's Committee on Photoreproduction, which we sponsor, mimeographed and mailed out from the office of its secretary in
New York. Funds for this purpose have been recommended by PEBCO.
The shortage of clerical help, however, still remains our greatest problem.
RTSD has not and perhaps will never solve the basic problems I
have mentioned before; increasing the representation of all kinds of li
braries on our committees, and drawing in each year new persons with
fresh viewpoints. This is not easy to do, and those of you who complain
may not realize that many times when a familiar name reappears on a
committee list it means that three or four others were asked to serve but
were unwilling to work, or unable to promise to attend conventions.
This year, as before, I have eagerly accepted invitations to meet with
regional groups, and have attended conferences of importance to technical serviceslibrarians. In the fall of 1963 I attended the University of
Chicago Graduate Library School Conference on Library Catalogs and
the Chicago conference of the American Documentation Institute. I
talked to the North Carolina Regional Group of Catalogers and the
Catalogers' Workshop of the Indiana and Kentucky library associations.
In Washington I spoke to the Potomac Technical ProcessingLibrarians
and visited the Library of Congress.This spring I attended the Rutgers
Seminar on Alphabetic Subject Indexing, participated in a meeting of
the Planning Cornmittee in Washington, and visited the National Libraries of Agriculture and Medicine. In May I spoke to the Chicago Regional Group.
Relations between RTSD and other divisions of ALA are important
and sometimes complicated. Again this year we have had considerable
business with the Reference Services Division, with whom we share the
Public Documents Committee, and which is making a Catalog Use Study;
with the Association of College and Research Libraries; with the American Association of School Librarians, many of whom are starting technical processing centers; with the Library Administration Division, with
which we share a concern for statistics for the technical servicesand the
'
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physical arrangement of technical processesdepartments; and with the
ALA Publishing Department, the Membership Committee, the Recruiting Office, the International Relations Office, the Interdivisional Committee on Documentation, and the Library Technology Project.
Also important are relations with organizations outside of ALA. Some
of these are the Special Libraries Association, with whom we established
and will work to enlarge the Loan Collection of Classification Schemes
and Subject Headings Lists; the Music Library Association, with which
our Cataloging and Classification Section is setting up a committee on
the classification of phonorecordings; the American Documentation Institute; the (English) Library Association; and the Association of Research Libraries, with whom we have had a peculiarly intimate relationship this year, with its Executive Secretary serving as our president. I
think all of us in RTSD can see the advantage we have derived from the
last-named relationship, and hope as much as I do that ways may be
found to strengthen this tie in future years.

Regional
Groups
Donrs RaNsov, Chairman
Council on Regional Groups
rfrHE
COUNCIL OF REGIONAL GROUPS met at the ALA ConI ferencein St. Louis with 14 members present. A lively discussionof topics previously suggestedby group chairmen kept the meeting in sessionpast
its scheduled time. Most of the topics for discussionwere tied in with the
Chairman's appeal that individual regional groups hold audienceparticipation meetings at which solutions to common problems could be
shared by the participants. Some of the suggestionsfor this type of meeting were (r) comparison of copying methods used in different sizes and
types of libraries, (z) pros and cons of centralized cataloging from the
user-library's point of view, (3) evaluating and selecting equipment for
technical services. Other topics of discussion included the "cards with
books" program, book catalogs, and the cooperative cataloging program
being studied by the Association of Research Libraries. All of the suggestions were viewed as possible program subjects for regional group meetings, and names of possible speakerson the topics completed the discussion.
At the annual Council of Regional Groups luncheon the 47 persons
present were about equally divided between regional group representatives and national officers.Informal seating and a short free period before
the next meeting made possible the interchange of greetings and ideas.
Sandwiched between the two meetings of the Council was the businessmeeting of the Resourcesand Technical ServicesDivision, at which
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the Chairman of the Council of Regional Groups made her annual report
to the membership and presented the petition to affiliate with RTSD of
the Technical Services Round Table of the Ohio Library Association.
This petition was approved by the membership, and the new group was
welcomed as the goth regional group.
Nine spring meetings of regional groups have been reported in time
for inclusion in this issue.
The Texas Regional goup of Catalogers and Classifiersheard Ralph
Parker (University of Missouri) read a paper on book catalogs; following the program, the group voted to affi,liate with the Texas Library Association, becorning one of its specializedround tables.
The New York Technical Services Librarians heard Margaret C.
Brown (Free Library of Philadelphia) and Phyllis A. Richmond (University of Rochester) read papers on book catalogs as supplements to
card catalogs.
Gerald Jahoda (Florida State University Library School) spoke to the
Resources and Technical Services Roundtable of the Florida Library
Association on the topic "Can Technical ServicesBe Mechanized?"
The Oklahoma Library Association Division of Technical Services
heard a panel discussion entitled "Focus on Change: What's New in
Cataloging." Ethel Thompson (Oklahoma City Curriculum Library)
described the centralized cataloging shared by ro6 school libraries in
Oklahoma: Sam Smoot (Tulsa Citv-Countv Libraries\ described his Iibrary's conversion from a conventional caid catalog to a book catalog
and championed the book catalog as the trend of the present and future;
and Alice Phelps Pattee (Oklahorna State University) gave a Progressreport on catalog code revision, including international aspectsof the cataloging rules now being hammered out.
During its afternoon session the Ohio Valley Group of Technical
Service Librarians heard a panel discussion entitled "Two-Way Street in
Processing" The panel members, R. E. Banta (R. E. Banta Co.), John
W. Leatherman (Heckman Bindery), Burdette Shattuck (Emery-Pratt
Co.), and E. A. Stankrauff (McGregor Magazine Agency) discussedways
in which librarians and library-oriented businessescould ease their relationships with one another. The evening session of the meeting was
given over to a film, a talk, and a question period on the use of IBM electronic equipment in technical processing.
Catherine MacQuarrie (Los Angeles County Public Library) reported
to the Southern California Technical ProcessesGroup on cooPerative cataloging projects in California which have resulted from the Library Development Act. William J. Griffith (Anaheim Public Library) described
the automating of his library's ordering and cataloging Processes,following which Robert Michalske described the procedures used in Anaheim's
automated system.
The Catalogers Section of the New Jersey Library Association heard
a panel consisting of Maurice Tauber (Columbia University School of
Library Service), Arthur Brody (Bro-Dart Industries), Robert Durkin
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(IBIVI Laboratory Library), and George Moreland (Montgomery
Countn Md., Public Libraries) discussbook catalogs for smaller libraries,
a topic based on a working paper by Theodore C. Hines (Rutgers University Graduate School of Library Service).
The Northern Ohio Technical ServicesLibrarians held an informal
discussionmeeting at which ideas on new ways of solving problems, new
methods, and new equipment were contritruted by various members to

CATALOGING

POLICY AND RESEARCH COMMITTEE
REPORT, t96j/6q

r. To consider areas for research and investigation in the field of cataIoging and mamers involving cataloging policy, and to recommend to
the Cataloging and Classification Seciion Executive Committee appropriate acrion or needed studies, together with proposals for initiaring action or undertaking investigation.
z. To keep informed as to research in progress, and developments in the
general area of bibliographical control.
In addition

to meetings at tlle annual conferences and at Midwinter,
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the

Library of Congress, since the need is self-evident or adequately revealed by
the Dawson rep;rt. The committee assistedMr. Skipper in the preparation of
a brief questionnaire to members o{ the Association of Research Libraries to
secure gioss data on the proportion of available printed card copy to coPy

Eisenhart, Secretary

PROPOSED AMENDMEI{T

TO THE CCS BYLAWS

that the Section Bylaws are observed by the group.
Sec. 4. Discontinuance. Each group shall continue in existence until its
usefulnesi has ceased when it shall be dissolved by action of the Executive
Committee.
Change in numbering of Article X to XI, XI to XII, and XII to XIII'
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COPYING IVfETHODS NOTES
Microform P'hture Wind,ows
Fluneeno W. Bl^,r,ov, Head
Photographic Seraices
Columbi.a Uniuersit^t Libraries
New Yorh.N. Y.
In an earlier column I tried to show why the microfiche met with so
much resistance in its attempt to establish itself on this side of the Atlantic. I noted that we resorred to any number of dodges in order to give
the ribbon microfilm the flexibility and easeof manipulation of the sheet
version. It is these adaptations, the aperture ."rd and the microfilm
jacket, that I want to discussat this time. The former has established a
position that is reasonably secure.The latter will most likely be replaced
by the microfiche, except in those caseswhere updating by the addition
or removal of material is an important factor. The jacket is the cumulative version of the micro-transparency, just as Microtape is the cumulative
form of the micro-opaque.
As with so many developments in microphotography, the positioning
of a frame of microfilm in a window cut in a card was suggested many
years before the practical version came along. One of the true pioneers
in microfilming in this country was Dr. Atherton Seidell. In rg34 he
noted the difficulties faced by scientists gathering information, commenting on the brevity of the notes that could be made on filing cards. He
suggestedthat microphotographs be made of the original research papers,
and the resulting strips of film be pasted in a window in the filing card.
He went on to remark that equipment was available at that time for
such a system.
Almost ten years were to pass before conditions were ideal for such a
technique. By rg+3 the Office of Strategic Serviceswas deep in its task of
gathering information about all parts of the world where the U. S. armed
forces might be engaged. Photographs, maps, and other forms of graphic
information were flooding in to the files of this intelligence unit. FIow was
this collection to be made manageable?Microfilm was being used to collect, condense, and disseminate material; but this seemed to apply only
to large massesof collective information, not unit records such as a picture or a map which might be wanted by itself. IBM machines were available for processinginforrnation if it could be put onto tab cards. John F.
Langan, Chief of the pictorial Records Division, was responsible for the
classification,storage, and retrieval of photographs. He had been experimenting with the idea of mounting film frames in tab cards ever since
r94o, receiving less than no encouragement from the manufacturers o[
such equipment. In the O.S.S.one of his superiors was Wilmarth Lewis, a
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scholar who was most familiar with library problems. With Dr. Lewis's
encouragement and backing, Langan was able to perfect his idea to the
point where there was a chance to show its practicality. Even IBM was
willing to granr that it might work (though it took rhem another twentv
years to become fully convinced), and the Langan aperture card was
born.

excellent ejectors of microfilm chips. I suspecr that Mr. Langan's critics
were often temped to say, "I told you so." The early equipment for
mounting the film in the card was entirely a hand operation, more by

Filmsort Card

senseof feel than by sight. Then came reader-mounters (where one could
view the image of the microfilm on a screen during mounting) followed
by automatic mounters capable of fantastic speeds.At first it was necessary to duplicate the card files by going back to the original ribbon negative and reprinting from it and subsequenrly remounting the second generation ribbon. Later card-ro-card printers were produced, and with the
advent of diazo and Kalvar film, it was possible to print and processcopy
cards (e.g. Duplicards) very easily and quickly. The IBM machines were
re-designed to be easier on the cards, but many users began to make use
of image-lessduplicate decks of cards for sorting operations, going to the
aperture card by hand when the wanted cards were known.
All of this took a number of years and the combined efforts of many
interested parties. The War was over, and commercial applications had
to be found to support research and development. The land records and
title insurance fields were prime prospects. They clealt with what were
most often unit records, where minimum search times were desired. and
where there was a high ratio of change in the records. Other fields investigated were hospitals (X-ray films), police departments (mug shots),
and advertising agencies(art files). The Langan Film 'N File system be.
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came known as Filmsort. This company during the '5os was a part of the
Miehle-Goss-Dexter printing and paper equipment manutacturing company, and then became a subsidiary of 3M in the'6os. Windows began to
appear in all manner of cards: needle sorted as well as electronically
sorted, and standard hand-sorted filing cards of all shapesand sizes.Windows appeared in all portions of the card in many sizes.The situation was
crying for standardization.
Engineering drawings have always been a problem to their curators.
They are large, they require frequent updating, they may sit idle for long
times and then be referred to very heavily, and copies are needed on irregular and unpredictable schedules.The many branches of the Department of Defense were finding themselves increasingly involved with engineering drawings. With every new installation (usually at distant parts
of the globe), with every new company contracting for defense orders,
and with each new item of armament being designed, the increase in
the number of these drawings and their problems were growing at exhorbitant rates.
Aperture cards seemedto be designed for this job, and every salesman
rushed out to get a share of this promising business.It soon looked as if
there would be as many diverse svstemsbased on the aperture card as
there were agenciesinvolved. By the mid-'5os it was uppit"t t that some
order would have to be drawn out of this chaos. It was not long before
one noticed whenever two or more microfilmers got together, the phrase
"DOD triple ought nine Committee" arose in their conversation. This
Department of Defense Committee ooog was responsible for engineering
document reproduction systems.They set up a number of conferencesat
which representatives from government and industry got together to
thrash out the many problems involved in the program for using aperture cards. The outcome of all this work was a collection of documents
setting forth a series of standards and specifications for engineering data
microreproduction.
These publications are by no means static for they are revised, updated, and corrected constantly. To pick one example from many: when
the program began, there was fundamentally only one basic type of aperture card, the Filmsort version. Here the film is held by an adhesive
frame around the edge of the window. In 196o a new typ€, the Microseal

Microseal Card

card, began to appear. Here the film is suspended in the window within
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a pocket of optically-clear Mylar. The 196o version of the military specification was superseded in 196z by a new one which included the new
card. The recent introduction of an even newer card (by Bell & Howell
and others), which uses no adhesive but bonds the film to the card by use
of supersonic welding, will no doubt bring forth either a change or a
new edition of the spec.
The magnitude of the job that was accomplished by the DOD ooog
EDMS program can be partially shown by the fact that the most readily
available compilation of the most used of these specifications is a r5rpage booklet. It would be pointless here to list all the details covered, but
I do want to note a few points as I think they have a bearing on future
work for a library approach to this problem.
It was soon found that there was no point in standardizing the intermediate and end stagesin the program if the original documents themselves were not brought under control. This involved sizes, formats,
location of information on the drawings, and a start at specifying the quality of the line-work. Needless to say, this does not apply to back files of
engineering drawings anymore than it would to the bulk of what we already have in our library stacks.It does apply to the new material being
created, and here we can draw a valid analogy. Are we making sure that
what is being produced now to go into our collections (and presumably
a lot of this will end up as microforms) is being prepared with the possible microfilming and reproduction from a microfilmed stage in mind?
There is a need here for close cooperation between ASA committees Z3g
and PH5.
A lot of thought was given to the microfilm stage itself. Details such
as the type of film to be used, the density of the microfilm image, the resolution characteristics of the film, the positioning and centering of the
document within the frame, and the procedures for its inspection: all
these are aimed at a microfilm image that can be put to use later in the
aperture card and the subsequent hard-copy reproduction with the
least trouble. The choice of four reduction ratios to be used might at
first blush appear to be a crippling limitation of the camera operator's
freedom, if he has one of those versatile models that can run the gamut
of ratios frorn r/5 to r/go. When you realize that it requires a reading machine with a similar versatility to keep up with the camera, the
limitations make more sense.If it were possible to use a camera at one
fixed ratio, it would be even easier to build a simple and inexpensive
reader to match it. This leads us right back to the preceding paragraph,
since we must have a certain amount of variation in our cameras to match
the multifarious sizesof originals that.we have in our libraries. Becausethe
Mil-D aperture is a fixed size, in a fixed location on the card, in a card of
a fixed size, it is possible to build small, simple, and reasonably inexpensive readers to use with them. It was thinking along these same lines (by
many of the same people) which is behind the current standards for the
microfiche and the hopes that it will result in more efficient equipment
Ior output.

.
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Two interesting side-effectsof the DOD use of the aPerture card may
'3os it was common to find
be seen in the following. In the
35 mm microfilm appearing in two frame sizes: the standard r8 N z4 mm frame common to professional movie film, and the 24 y 36 mm frame familiar to
'4os
the miniature camera user, both of these on perforated film. In the
size
on
the appearance of cameras capable of making images of variable
as
this
gave
microfilmers,
of
hearts
the
non-perforate 95 mm film cheered
them more freedom in matching the film to the size of the document.
The aperture card brought a reversion to the fixed aperture camera,
in that it requires a standard two-inch pulldown of film to ensure that
the film frame will completely fill the aperture in the card. The other
'5os there
change can be seen in the 16 mm vs gb mm race. Up until the
were a great many more exposures made on 16 mm film than on 35 mm.
With the advent of large projects based on the aperture card (usually
3b mm, though some are geared to 16 mm) the balance is shifting so that
the trend is not as much biased towards 16 mm.
In the last two years have appeared a number of interesting developments associatedwith the aperture card. The first was the introduction
in 196z of the 3M Filsort rooo-seriesProcessor-Camera.Instead of being
loaded with a roll of conventional microfilm, this unit is charged with a
deck of tab cards already bearing film apertures, in this case unexposed
film. The camera makes an exposure of the document (which may be
r8 y z4 inches in size,four sheetsof.8y, X rr, or two sidesof an rr y
r7 original), processesthe film within itself to the accompaniment of
much whirring and clanking, and delivers the finished aperture card in
just under a minute. All of this takes place in a desk-sizedunit, obviating
the necessity for separate camera, processor (and dark-roorn), and
mounting equipment. For a library dealing in unit records (maps, charts,
pictures, and the like) this would apPear to be an excellent start on a
simplified information retrieval and dissemination system based on the
aperture card.
And speaking of IR (as who isn't today), a good many of these monsters are delivering their output in the form of an aPerture card' In some
casesthere is a choice of reader-screendisplay, hardcopy enlargement,
or aperture card. In others the aperture card is a partial blow-up from
an ultra-micro storage film, thus reversing the two-step reduction of the
original document to the microfilm storage at the input stage. For most
of these applications there is no attempt to use the card in a sorting
operation; it is merely a handle by which one can conveniently carry
away and make use of the information stored in the window.
Last year Xerox decided to branch out from the end-product area of
aperture card operations. A great deal of the successof the DOD EDMS
program was due to the excellent equipment produced by Xerox (z4C
Copyflo and r9z4 Printer) to make it possible to get inexpensive paper
prints from aperture cards. They now have equipment that allows the
user (and he had better be a large user) to make his own aPerture cards
on his premises.
Volume S,Number 4, Fall t964
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It was 1963, also, when the IBM Company finally set the seal of its
approval on the aperture card. One felt all along that they really didn't
approve of these large holes (they prefer them r/16 by r/8 inch) that
people were making in their cards. Now they are in it completely, and
as can be expected, have come up with some excellent equipment to
handle (read and copy) aperture cards. With IBM, Xerox, and gM (not
to mention AT&T and DOD firmly behind the aperture card, we can expect to find steady development in this field, and assuredly library applications will increasein the next few years.
Before closing, I should make at least a token mention of the allied
form, the microfilm jacket. If you punch too many holes in a card, you
weaken it. If you steal too much space out of an EANI card, you are depriving it of coding area. These factors and the one already mentioned
(of making it possible to add material from time to time) were the reasons for developing the film jacket. These appear in two forms: acetate
jackets (short strips of microfilm are slipped into channels formed between sheets of acetate bonded together) ancl paper jackets (the film is
slid into open channels cut in the double-thick card). They are made in
most of the sizescommon to filing equipment. There is even one version
(the Snap Jack) which can be snapped into an aperture in a card. The
Patent Office (which handles documents averaging six pages in length)

Jacker
has an active system using a jacket holding both micro- and macro- information. The jacket is that microform spanning the area between the
ribbon version and the microfiche. It has the advantagesof both versions
and should be considered when an application does not call for complete
conversion of one to the other. It is interesting that there has been more
conventional library interest so far in the jacket (The Human Relations
Area Files and the Archives of American Art) than in the aperture
card. The microfiche is already changing this.
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REVIEWS

Choice: Boohs for College Libraries. A
publication of the Association of
College and Research Libraries, a
Division of the American Librarv
Association. Richard K. Gardnei.
editor. Editorial, Production and
Advertising Offices: Olin Library,
Wesleyan University, Middletown,
Conn. o6457. (Vol. r, No. r, March,

Library Association, 5o E. Huron
Street, Chicago, Illinois 6o6rr.
Some critics expected this new
magazine to be as impressive immediately as American Hiritage or Forlune. After all, Choice had been in
Volume 8, Number

4, Fall t9d4

the planning stage for five long years.
This fact is unashamedly annbunced
in each issue of Choice along with
such icems of more useful information
as: (r) the magazine is "written by
experts and edited by tibrarians," (e)
is intended to be "a monthly cur.eni
book selection guide to aid colleges
junior colleges in strengthening
1nd
their library collections with the best
of academic materials to be found
among the more than zo,ooo books
now being published annually in
America," and accordingly in the
course of each year (in eleven issues)
(g) will "carry evaluations of approximately e,5oo titles most useful in
academic libraries," (4) with rhe selections limited to subjects represented
in the liberal arts curriculum.
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The first three issues of Choice give
ample evidence tJrat these purposes are
being fulfilled. Notwithstanding its
inability to emulare bulky and glossy
ancestors issued for the masses,Choice
is a most promising youngster.
Arranged under sensible and convenient subject headings, t}le evaluations of poo or so books in each issue
constitute the substantial heart of
Choice. In presenting the evaluations
the editors have adopted a system
which might
be debatable. The
printed evaluations are said to be the
"opinions" of the consultants rather
tlan their "actual words". This job of
editing, rewriting, and condensing is
done primarily
in the interest of
keeping the evaluations from being
too lengthy. Debatable or not, rhe
system is ofi to a successful start. The
evaluations are relevant, pithy, and
readable. Averaging
approximately
r5o words in length, the reviews in
their essence can be absorbed rather
quickly by a skimming reader. Last
but not least, almost all the books
reviewed are worthy of consideration
for library acquisition.
The format ol Choice is professional
and reasonably attractive. The editor

RANGANATHAN

wasted no time in demonsuating his
zeal for developing improvements.
Because perfect alignment and uniform "white space" were not achieved
in the inaugural number, the editor
abandoned the sequential camera
method of producing the magazine,
and arranged to have the subsequent
issues produced by using the more
versatile Photon process.
Already Choice is giving bonuses to
its readers. In addition ro rhe book-bybook reviews, tJre issues include the
titles of subject lists and thoughtful
discussions of the value of specific
volumes containing recommended titles. Promised for the future are evaluations of "guides to the literature"
and the more discursive subject bibliographies.
Straightforward and concise, this is
a no-nonsense publication. There are
no jokes or cartoons. Illustrations appear only in the handsome advertisements. Dominantly, the magazine reflects t}le confidence possessed by the
editors in the high value of Choice to
busy college librarians. This confidence is completely justified.-Clarence Gorchels, College Librarian, California State College of Palos Verdes

AT RUTGERS

The Rutgers University Gtaduate School of Library Service has received
from the National Science Foundation a grant to continue i$ seminar series
on "Systemsfor the Intellectual Organization of Information".
During the ry69/64 year three seminars were held, srudying the Universal
Decimal Classification, Syntol, and Alphabetico-specific Subject Indexing. The
next (the fourth) is announced for November rg and zo, 1964. On *re first
day S. R. Ranganathan will discuss his Colon Classification; the second day
will feature a discussion of panelists, including Jesse Shera, Robert S. Taylor,
and Maurice F. Tauber.
Further information may be obtained from:
Dr. Susan Artandi, Assistant Professor
Graduate School of Library Service
Rutgers, the State University
New Brunswick, New Jersey

-
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30DayTrialOffer!
Try the new Mark lV
MicroficheReader
at our expense!

Fora limitedtime, we are offeringto sendyou a MarklV microfiche(film card)readerthat you
c a n e x a m i n ea n d u s e i n y o u r
l i b r a r yf o r u p t o 3 0 d a y s .l f y o u
d e c i d et o k e e pt h e M a r kl V ,y o u
m a y r e m i t t h e p u r c h a s ep r i c e
( $ 3 5 0 . 0 0f o b W e s tS a l e m ,W i s consin). lt you wish to return
t h e r e a d e r ,y o u p a y o n l y t h e
c o s to f s h i p p i n g l!f y o u d o n o t
h a v ea n y m a t e r i a pl u b l i s h e di n
m i c r o f i c h feo r m ,w e w i l l i n c l u d e
a s a m p l ef i c h e . Y o u w i l l a l s o
receivea catalogof titles prese n t l ya v a i l a b l o
en microfiche.
We make this offer because
w e ' r es u r e y o u ' l lw a n t t o k e e p
t h e M a r k l V . O n c ey o u ' r e a c quaintedwith its easyoperation,
b r i l l i a n ti m a g e p r o j e c t i o na, n d
ruggeddurability,you'll recognizethis readeras the outstand-

i n g p e r f o r m e ri n m i c r o f i c h e
r e a d i n ge q u i p m e n t .O p e r a t i n g
f r o m a s t a n d a r dw a l lo u t l e t ,t h e
Mark lV offersyou a large9Vz"
x I I " s c r e e n ,a l l m e t a l i n t e r n a l c o m p o n e n t sm, a x i m u mb r i l l i a n c e a t t h e v i e w i n gs c r e e n ,
a n d a h o s t o f c o n v e n i e n ut s e
features.Yougain accessto the
w i d e r a n g eo f m a t e r i a l so n m i c r o f i c h ei n c l u d i n gt h e t e c h n i c a l
reports of AEC, NASA, OTS.
Don't take our word for it . . .
try the Mark lV yourselfby contacting Dept. L10, Microcard
C o r p o r a t i o nW
, e s tS a l e m ,W i s c o n s i n .l f y o u a r e i n t e r e s t e di n
t h e o p a q u e M i c r o c a r d @t h, e
same30-dayIrial appliesto the
Microcard Mark Vll Reader
($450.00fob WestSalem,Wisconsin).Theseoffers applyonly
in the continentalUnitedStates.

MICROCARD'
MANUFACTURERS

DO SCIENTIS
NEEI)

INDEX
Att OF SCIENCE
W h e n w e a s k e d s c i e n t i s t st h i
question recently, most of
replied yes- a few said no,
you are among the few who
perfectlysatisfiedwith the '
t i v e " a p p r o a c ho f c o n v e n t i
indexingsystems,stop right
However,if you, along with
majority,feel that improved
ods and comprehensiveness
a
neededin informationretrievala
d i s s e m i n a t i orne, a do n .
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Every researchscientist has,
o n e o c c a s i o no r a n o t h e r .b e e
stumpedby the complex
of searchingthe scientific liter
ture. Today'ssearchrequiremen
are hobbledby the limitations
t r a d i t i o n a l l yo r g a n i z e di n d e x i
systems.
At the Institutefor ScientificI
mation,we havetestedand
ooeda newdimensionin indexi
To this we have added
hensivecoverage,resulting n
unique tool for informationo
covery.We call it ScienceCi
Index.
TheScienceCitationlndexi
identifiesthe most recent
cations referring to a parti
work since its publication.
ScienceCitationlndexprovides
scientistwith an improved,
startingpoint:the specificpaper
b o o ko f a s p e c i f i ca u t h o r . . . a
from therethe searcheris
forwardin time to current
relatingto the earlierwork.
R e v o l u t i o n a r y I?n v a l u a b l e ?
t h i n k s o a n d w e t h i n ky o uw i l l
after you'vehad an opportunity
reviewdescriotivematerialon t
new technioue.Write us now
we'll send details by return
-without obligation,of course.
D e p r .2
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Plasti-Kleer' Paperback Prebinding
ilran
sanple of your paperback prebinding
never arrived...I
till
return the
ee sample books you sent. . . . .

'Dart
lally,
we sent only two sanples of
aloged and processed books and one
erback conversion
sarnple

trian

M*

pffiered
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of the three

sarnp

s you senf previously
was actuall
rback rebinding.
What better
inonial
could you have.

Plasti-Kleer Prebound Paperbacksare
difficult to distinguish from the
standardcloth bindings. Both have
sturdy, hard covers;both have strong
inside bindings; both have the added
flavor of the publisher'sjacket.
Even our customershave trouble telling
them apart - as witnessedby these
excerpts from actual correspondence.
There are many paperback originals
that deservehard cover prestigeand
protection. Plasti-Kleer Prebinding
costslessthan a dollar a book (for
most sizes),includingthe added
protection of a Plasti-Kleer
LIFETIME@ Book Jacket Cover.
Paperback Prebounds are available
from Bro-Dart Books, with Library of
CongressCatalog Cards if desiredor from Alanar, completely cataloged
and processed,ready for shelving.Write
for more information on either service.
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